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FOREWORD 

The work outlined in this semi-annual report was performed 

under Contract DAHC15-69-C-0303, ARPA Order U41, and Program 

Code P9D10. The work was performed within the Consumer and 

Technical Products Division of Owenr-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio 

and covers the time period from I January 1971 through,30 June 1971. 

The principal investigator for the program is K. L. Boling 

ar.d ehe program manager is H. A. Lee. The thermodynamics of the 

melting of laser glass in platinum is being conducted by L. Spanoudis 

under the direction of P. R. Wengert. This contract is administered 

by the Chief, Defense Contract Administration Services Office, 

Toledo, Ohio.  Dr. Maurice J. Sinnott, Director for Materials Sciences, 

ARPA, is the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative. 
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I ABSTRACT 

This report discusses surface and partlculate damage to 

laser glass by high power laser pulses.  Surface damage Is studied 

through high speed holography. Holograms of damaged samples are 

taken within a few hundred nanoseconds after damage. The plasmas 

and acoustic disturbances associated with damage and visible in 

these hologrtims are analyzed in detail. The possibility of 

eliminating damaging particles from laser glass is examined in a 

theoretical and experimental investigation. Melting of glass under 

reduced partial pressure of oxygen in platinum is presented as a 

method for accomplishing this elimination. Also discussed in this 

report is the design of a high power, high energy, TEMoo mode laser 

to be used in damage studies. 

ill 



1 .     SUMMARY 

The  work deacrihed  in  this  report   i»  n  continn.uion of   ihr vovU 

reported  in  Lhe  ,»ml-annual  report of  31 December,   1070.     The  reador 

is  referred   to  that  report  for orientation  to   the work bein^ performed 

under  this  contract.     Only  results  and modi fic.-.ti cms  of  the   last  six months 

will be discussed herein. 

On  the   investigation of  surface  damage,   a   hi ",h   speed  holo^r-.ph i c   study 

of the damage process has been made.     Hologram.-   taken with  a u-swltched 

ruby  laser  show damaged   samples  at  various   times.,   nominally  ;.   few hundred 

nanosecond.';,   after  the   dama^jng pulse  lias passed   through   them.     The  surf-ice 

plasmas are  clearly visible  in  the holograms.     Acoustic disturbances  from 

the damage  sites can also be easily  seen.        , 

Using  the holograms   the  ion and electron  temperatures,   electron densities, 

and plasma  expansion velocities  can  i'O obtained.     Ion  temperatures ot   10,000*K 

are measured  approximate];/  200ns  after   ehe damaging, pulse.     Hlrrtron densi.tie.~ 

in  the plasma  at  the  time of  the damage  are  i.-stimnted   to l>e  typically   greater 

21 3 S tlian  10"     electrons/cm  .     Plasma  ^xp-npion velocities  greater  than  ]0Jcm,'sec 

are  found  300ns  after  the  damage  occurs. 

A possible  surface damage me chat-! ism  involves  the  radiation of   the  surfare 

by  ultraviolet  photons   from  the   sun ue  plnsma   initially   iTormed  by desorption 

of impurlLieb  at   the  surface.     This  iMdiation  renders  the   surface  highly 

absorbent   to  the  incident  laser puls.-. 

-I« 



8 A great deal of progress has been realized in the design and 

L-onst;ruction oi  n high power, high energy laser operating in the TEMQO 

I modt;.  This laser is meant to be usud in future damage studies.  The 

oscillator is essentially complete and is reported on here. Energies of 

i 200-300 millijoules in 20-40ns pulses are expected to be obtained from 

j the oscillator. 

i 
In order to study damage at shorter pulse lengths, an optical shutter 

will be installed in the TEMQO mode laser. This shutter, will allow 

attainment of pulses variable in temporal width from approximately 2-40ns. 

Work hns continued on the thermodynamics study of melt-ing laser glass 

in platinum crucibles.  Some of the results obtained in the past six months 

I 
are as follows: 

I 1.  Both theoretical consideration and a change in the P02 during the melting 

history of the samples used in the Bnttelle study indicate that the partial 

pressure of oxygon is an important parameter to control. 

2. An ex'ensive literature search has been compiled on the activities of 

metalE in platinum and on the activities of oxides in gloss, 

3. Using various theoretical models, the thermodynamic activities of metals 

in platinum and oi oxides in laser glass cannot be estimated within two orders 

of magnitude. 



4. A technique was developed which enables the simultaneous determination 

of the actlvitlts of several oxides in a glass composition and the activities 

of corresponding metals in dilute solutions of one of the more precious 

metals, such as Pt, Pd, Rh, arid Ir. 

5. The thermodynamic activities of L^O. CaO, A^Oß, and SK^, have been 

determined in an L^O-CaO-SK^-^Oß laser glass at 3 PQ 'S. The activities 

of the corresponding metals in platinum have also been determined. 

6. It has experimentally been determined that the l.i20-CaO-SiC2-Nd203 

laser glass can be melted in platinum at an oxygen partial pressure of 10" 

atms. without crucible attack. Using the derived thermodynamic data, it 

-12 
appears that oxygen partial pressures In the 10   atm. range would cause 

platinum crucible failure at 1700oK (21)00°?). 

•3- 



I 2,  HOLOGRAPHIC STUDY OF SURFACE DAMAGE 

2.1. Damage Mechanisms 

Several investigator» have hypothesized various mechanisms to be 

responsible for surface damage of glass subjected to a high power laser 

pulse. Some of these are as follows: 

I.) The electrostrictive interaction between the laser 

beam and the glass causes a radial constriction of the 

glass. The Poisson effect resulting from the squeeze 

causes a compression wave to be propagated along the 

laser beam. When this compression reaches the surface 

the unloading effect causes rupture oc the surface. 

2.) Stimulated Brillouin scattering initiates and amplifies an 

acoustic wave which propagates along the forward direction 

of the beam. This wave ruptures the surface upon incidence. 

3.) The surface plasma, which invariably accompanies surface damage 

and which forms in the first few nanoseconds of the laser pulse, 

rapidly expands upon partial absorption of the tail end of 

the pulse. This expansion creates a shock wave which damages 

the surface. The plasma originally stems from desorption of 

impurities from the surface. 

4.) The surface plasma of (3) bombards the surface with thermally 

energetic ions. This results in thermal erosion of the surface. 



I Self trapping could play a role In any of these by increasing 

the energy density of the laser beam. In fact, observations indicate 

I " that self trapping Is very often, if not always, associated with surface 

| damage. Thus any of the various mechanisms hypothesized to cause self 

trapping could also be considered, at least Indirectly, a cause of 

surface damage. 

-5- 



I ') ■) Experimental Arrangement 

As a means of studying the damage process near the time the damage 

occurs, we have been using high speed holography.  Figure 1 is a diagram 

of the essentials of the experimental arrangement. A glass oscillntor- 

ampl'.fier system emits a 40 ns pulse of up to eight Joules.  This is passed 

through a lens of 150, 25 or 10 cm focal length and then is incident upon 

the glass sample to be studied. The sample is a one inch cube of ED-2 in 

most cases. When the 150 cm lens is used, the sample is placed about 130 cm 

from the lens. When the 25 cm lens is used the sample is about 20 cm from 

the lens. When the 10 cm lens is used the exit face of the sample is 

generally placed just before the focal point of the lens. With these 

arrangements the energy density varies from just above the damage threshold 

with the 150 cm lens to well above 150 j/cm with the 10  cm lens. 

At a selected time after the damage pulse from the glass laser a 

hologram is made of the sample with a ruby laser which emits a TEMQO pulse 

of 7.Q  ns duration.  The time Interval between the damage pulse and the 

hologram pulse can be varied from 0 to several microseconds. Up to 500 ns 

the interval can be controlled to within 10 ns. After the photographic plate 

on which the hologram is made is developed, the virtual or real image of the 

sample can be studied or photographed at leisure. 

Two types of holograms are made with this apparatus, single exposure 

and double exposure. The single exposure, in which the ruby laser is fired 

only once, results in a shadowgram superimposed on the hologram of the sample. 

•6- 



I 
I i'he shadowgram shows regions in which the optical density changes rapidly 

in space. The double exposure technique requires that a hologram first 

be made of the sample without the damaging pulse.  Next, the sample is 

subjected to the damaging pulse and another hologram is made, using the 

same photographic plate, after the selected time interval.  The result is 

a hologram of the sample with fringes due to its change in state during the 

time between the two holograms.  A shadowgram is also present in the resulting 

hologram. 



I        2.3   Experimental Results 

Introduction 

I 
I 
I 
1 

Before describing any of the results obtained It should be noted 

that this was not a study of the damage threshold per se. The Intent thus 

far has been to gain experience In the holographic technique as It applies 

to this particular problem and to study damage mechanisms. In the latter 

case It seems worth mentioning, since the point seems so often missed, 

that much can be learned about a physical process which is of Interest 

within certain limits by studying that process well outside those limits. 

Thus studies of gross damage could well lead to an understanding of the 

less severe damage encountered In practice. 

Holograms 

In this subsection, we present some photographs of holograms 

representative of those made In this study. Interpretations of these will 

be made as appropriate. 

Figure 2 is a photo taken of the virtual Image of a double exposure 

hologram. The time delay between the damaging shot and the pulse which made 

th^ ^ ogram was 190 ns. The lens used to focus the damaging beam was the 

i  ■ f>  focal length lens. 

Both exit and entrance plasmas can be clearly seen In the photo. 

(The exit Is to the right in this photo as in all others presented herein). 

Note the clarity of the fringe pattern in the entrance plasma while the exit 

-8- 
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FIGURE  1 
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I 
I 

plasma has a different character.  Close examination of the photo reveals 

two acoustic waves propagating into the sample fr«m the damage site on the 

exit. No such disturbance is seen at the entrance face. 

| Also visible in the photo is an internal damage track which terminates 

at the exit face. This track was actually formed during a previous damaging 

j shot at a different position in the cube and only appears in the photo to be 

; associated with the shot of which this hologram was made. 

! 

Figures 3 and 4 are micrcphotographs of the entrance and exit surface 

I 
damage respectively.    There is a definite cracking of the entrance 

i surface,   but still no acoustic wave  is associated with this surface in this 

case,  at least not one of great enough intensity to be detected on the 

hologram. 

Figure 5 shows a photograph of a  hologram taken with a time delay of 

1600 ns after the damaging shot. No exit plasma is visible but there is a 

definite plasma at the entrance face. This is more obvious in Figure 6 

which is a photo taken with a camera mounted above the sample. The shutter 

of the camera is kept open during the damaging shot, so the resnlt is an 

integrated photo of the damage process. No datiia ;e could be seen on either 

the entrance or exit of this sample. 

It has been suggested that ti'e appearance of a plasma nt the surface 

should be used as a definition of damage. Here we have a plasma but no 

damage, at least no detectable damage. Even if one accepts the appearance of 

a plasma as a definition of damage, then the exit damage threshold is not 

always lower than the entrance damage threshold as is commonly accepted to 

be the case. 

•10- 
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icru; 



Figures 7, 8, 9, show photos of single exposure holograms 

with time delays of 190 ns, 900 ns, and 1425 ns respectively. These were 

all made with the damaging beam passing through the 10 cm lens, as was the 

hologram of Figure 10 which is a double exposure hologram (note the familiar 

fringe patterns of such holograms in the plasma). 

In Figure 7 both exit and entrance plrsmas as well as an interior 

damage track can be seen. An acoustic disturbance propagating away from the 

damage track is also present.  Figures 8, 9, and 10 exhibit very clearly the 

exit plasma. 

Three points should be noted concerning these last four photographs. 

First, two acoustic waves moving away from the damage sites in the exit faces 

and into the interiors of the samples are qiite clear. In Figure 10 the 

second wave exhibits a "kink" where it meets the surface of the sample. A 

third and fourth wave can also be seen in Figure 10. No disturbances are 

seen moving from the interiors of the samples toward the surfaces. Second, 

parts of the plasmas are opaque to the ruby laser beam which was used to make 

the holograms. This is evinced by the black portions of the plasmas. 

Third, the plasmas exhibit a peculiar apiomorphic symmetry.  This is most 

easily seen in Figures 9 and 10. 

Concerning the first point, a disturbance In a snail region of « solid 

will In general produce both longitudinal and transverse waves. 

•13. 
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FIGURE  7 
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f 
I vCt) 
i 

rhe   s^ieeds of  these waves are   »iven by 

1/2 (1) 

I 

-XLliüJl1/2 

where ^, p, and K are respectively the shear modulus, density, and 

bulk modulus of the material. 

Usim» the measured values of these constants for ED-2, the glass 

used in these studies, we obtain from (1) and (2), 

3 
V = Ö.46 x 10 m/sec 
L 

3 
V = 3.77 x 10 m/sec 
T 

The ratio of these is 1.7. 

If in Figures 8, 9, and 10, we measure the ratio of the distances 

which the two waves have traveled from the damage site, we obtain in all 

three cases 1.8. The leading wave, then, is a longitudinal wave and the 

trailing wave is transverse in character. 

It is interesting to note that only one wave is apparent in the 

disturbance associated with the internal damage track. The wave is 

longitudinal as can be ascertained from the fact that It is of the same 

radius as the longitudinal, wave fron the surface damage site. This has 

been noted in other holograms which show a wave from the internal damage 

track. 

-16. 



An explanation of the Kink so apparent In the transverse wave 

of Figure 10 can be gleaned by calculating the speed of a Rayleigh 

(surface) wave in ED-2. This turns out to be 0.9 times the speed of 

a transverse wave. The relative distances of the kink and the transverse 

wave from the dasage site are about right to support the contention that . 

the kink is caused by a Rayleigh wave movingout from the damage site. 

Turning now to the opaqueness of the exit plasma, we calculate the 

electron density which would be required in the plasma in order to render 

it opaque to the ruby laser wavelength. This given by 

nc e  gp m "■ 

e8 (3) 

where m, T, and e are respectively the mass of the electron, the angular; 

i 
frequency of the light, and the electroniccharge. Substituting values for 

these yields 

21 3 

n  » 2.3 x 10  electrons/cm c 

21  3 ' 
Thus if the electron density is higher than approximately 2 x 10 /cm 

in any region of the plasma, one would expect the plasma to be opaque ^o the 
i 

ruby laser. In one respect it is reasonable to assume that this might be 

the case. Several investigators have noted that the latter part of the 

damaging laser pulse is apparently absorbed by the plasma. This Implies 

that the electron density is greater than n , at leaist in the incipient stages 

of the plasma development.  However, we note that the hologram of Figure 10, 

for example, was taken 1500 ns after the damaging pulse. That the electron 

density at this late time is still greater than n is doubtful. 

•17- 
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I 

Also, ciilculrttions (to be <»iven further on in this report) show that each 

fringe in the plasma of Fig'ire 10 should correspond to a change of about 

18 3 
3 x 10  electrjns/cm . This indicates, since there are three fringes 

19  3 
across the plasma, that the density in the opaque region is about 10 /cm , 

I well below n . 
i c 

Another, and perhaps more plausible, explanation of the opacity is 

that it is due to material expelled from the damage pit on the surface. 

This view is supported by the observation that entrance surface damage almost 

never takes the form of a pit, i.e., very little, if any, material is removed, 

and the entrance «plasma is never observed to be opaque. Also supporting this 

explanation is Figure 11 which is a photo of a taaple which hes  suffered gross 

damage.  The delay time was 560 ns. The photo of Figure 12, taken with an 

open shuttered camera, indicates the great extent of the damage. The surface 

pit is about 3mB In diameter and 0.5 mm deep, so a large amount of material 

was expelled. Note the large region of opaqueness in the plasma. The evidence 

seems to indicate that material from the surface is being seen in these 

holograms. 

We turn now to the third point raised above, the pear like shape of the 

pis ■ jas of Figures 8, 9, and 10. The reason for this becomes inmediately 

evident upon examination of Figure 13. This is a hologram of the spark created 

at the focus of the 10 cm lens while attempting to focus on the entrance surface. 

Obviously, the double pear shape is due to the focusing of the laser beam and is 

not a property of the interaction between the pulse and the surface* This, by 

the way, points up one of the dangers of measuring the damage threshold by using 

a focused beam. If the plasma is responsible for the damage, then it is easy 

-18. 
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to Imagine that the results would be affected by such a procedure. One 

has not only the Interaction between the surface and the plasma created 

by adsorption from the surface to consider, bur must also consider the 

interaction between the surface and the plasma created by focusing the 

beam near the surface. 

Plasma Expansion Velocity and Ion Temperature 

Figures 14 through 18 are all photos of double exposure holograms. 

The damaging beam was passed through the 25 cm lens and the energy density 

2 
is about the same for every photo - approximately 100 1/cm at the exit face. 

Delay times between the damaging pulse and :he hologram pulse are, corres- 

ponding to the numerical order of the Figures, 270 ns, 580 ns, 880 ns, 1600 ns, 

and I900n8.  In short, the conditions for all five shots varl«d only In the 

delay time. 

From this series of photos the rate of transverse (to the damaging laser 

beam) expansion of the plasma can be obtained by simply measuring the extent 

of the plasma at the various stages of its development. This expansion rate, 

which Is the speed of sound in the plasma, depends upon the Ion temperature 

of the plasma and is given by 
I 1/2 

vT - 'vCv-Dc    . (3) 

where ? is the Internal energy per gram of the plasma and v is the effective 

adiabatic exponent. 

-20- 
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Thff Internal energy for air has been calculated to he 

c  3/2      0.12 
^«2.7xlO:,T    ("/Po)     em/m, (^) 

where p/o i» the density of air referred to standard conditions, o 

Using this as a rough approximation of the internal energy of the 

surface plasmas in these photos we obtain, with v e 1.2, 

-4   4/3 Ti * 5.4 x 10 ^ VT ^
/J

f (5) 

where T. is the ion temperature of the plasma. 

Table 1 lists the average transverse velocitiesvV-\ obtained by 

measuring the expansion of the plasma between two times t. and t«. That Is, 

VT\ - r2 - r1 (6) 

t2 - tj  ' 

where r is the radius of the plasma at time t. and r the radius at t . 

The listed values of T are obtained from (5). 

Table 1 

Plasma Expansion Velocities and Ion Temperatures 

t^ns) t2(ns) 

270 

' V 's> cm/sec 
\ T 

Ti 0K 

0 7.4 x 105 3 x 104 

270 580 2.6 x 10r 9 x 103 

580 880 2.3 x 10B 8 x 103 

880 1600 1.5 x 10B 4 x 103 

1600 1900 1.4 x 10B 4 x 103 

Figures 19 and 20 are graphs of vV_ 
N'and T, respectively. 

The ion temperature is decreasing rapidly at 270 ns after the damaging pulse. 

It Is undrubtedly much greater than 3 x 10 K in the inchoative plasma. 

Holograms taken with shorter delay times will yield a better value for T 

In this plasma. 

■ 24- 
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As a note of possible interest we remark In passing that these 

values of Tj are probably good values of the electron temperature also, 

since one expects the two species to rearh equilibrium within a few 

nanoseconds in free plasmas of these densities. 

Electron Densities in Surface Plasmas 

To a good approximation, for the present purpose, the phase shift 

of the ruby laser light as it traverses the surface plasma is given by 
d 

^ " lo  ^n(r)dr, (13) 

2 nc o 

where Acn is in radians, K is the wave number of ruby light, n (r) is the 

electron density at a distance r from the axis •£  the damaging laser beam , 

d is the transverse diameter of the plasma, and n is the "cutoff electron 

density as given In equation 3. 

Substituting for the known constants one obtains 
d 

•23 )   n (r) dr. T - 5 x 10    J n (r) dr, (14) 
o 

where V is the number of fringes in the plasma, n (r) is electrons/nr, and d and 

r are in nusters. 

Assuming now that n(r) is constant across the plasma, we obtain 

n - 2 T 1018 (15) 
d     * 

3 
where n is now in electrons/cm and d is in centimeters. 

■27- 



I Th« assumption of constant n across Ch» plasma wiIi lead to a value 

of n(o) that Is too small by a factor of perhaps 2, but the approximation 

I is good enough for our purposes at the present time. 

I 
i 

Applying (15) to Che plasmas of Figure 2 we obtain, for both exit 

19  3 
and entrance plasmas, n «s 2 x 10  /cm .  As mentioned above, the shot of 

Figure 2 was not far above the damage threshold, so this electron density 

should be representative of those encountered in damage to systems components. 

In Interpreting this number it must be remembered that the hologram of 

Figure 2 was taken after a time delay of 190 ns. Thus the plasma has 

expanded appreciably and it's density is much less than it was at the end of 

the damaging pulse. We can, however, obtain a "ballpark" number for the 

electron density of the plasma in its Incipient stage. We assume that no 

recombination has occurred during the 190 ns delay. We also assume a 

reasonable value for the diameter of the plasma at the end of the damaging 

pulse.  In this case this value is about 1 mm. Measuring the diameter of 

the plasma in the photo tc be approximately 4 mm, and recognizing that the 

electron density goes as the Inverse cube of the diameter, we obtain for the 

19 
electron density of the inchoative plasma a value of 60 x 2 x 10   ■ 

21  3 
1.2 x 10 /cm . Considering the nature of the assumptions which have gone 

into this calculation, this number is undoubtedly low. The Important point 

is that it is in the region where one expects the plasma to begin to absorb 

the damaging pulse. This is in keeping, as noted above, with observairlons 

made by other Investigators. 
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I 

2.4   Discussion and Conclusions 
i ' ' .   , 

Although more extensive and, well characterized experiments using the 

holographic technique presented hareln need to be performed, a .great deal  ' ,. 

of information can be gleaned from the work already done and soou» tentative 

conclusions can be drawn. 

What is the evidence, in these holograms, for and against sorue of the 

theories which have been prpposed' to cause surface damage? Some of the points 

which can be made concerning this are enumerated below: 

i 

1 1.) In none of the holograms made thus far has any acoustic wave been 
' ■' ■ 

detected moving toward the exit surface, except when there is gross internal 

damage of the sample. This indicates that any of ehe proposed mechanisms 

which postulate damage due to internally initiated acoustic disturbances 

are not valid. 

2.) The hypothesis which holds that surface damage is caused by the 

shock of the expanding plasma takes 'cognisance of the fact that the plasma 

'    ' i ,  •' 
tends to grow into the iiiser pulse which creates it. This has been often 

observed and is quite reasonable since the plasma is being "fed" in the area 

'facing the direction from which the laser pulse comes.  This implies that 

the shock wave created by the expanding plasma also moves into the laser beam. 

(This has also been observed). At the exit, then, the shock strikes the surface, 

while at the entrance the shock moves away from the surface.  This asymetry 

accounts for the difference in the nature of exit and entrance damage and 

the difference in damage thresholds. 

Based upon this n^odel it would be expected that strong acoustic 

disturbances would be seen at the exit but not at the entrance.  A salient 

i 

feature of the holograms in which damage occurred to the sample is that an 
i.i 
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acoustic distarbancr Is almost always present at the; exit face but Is 

usua11y not seen at the entrance face.  However, to concbide that exit 

surtace pitting Is caused by a shock wave from Che expanding plasma would 

be a non sequltur. One would expect that acoustic waves of the sort observed 

would result from such a pitting. The question Is "what causes the ptttlng?" 

This cause could be a mechanical shock or It could be a very rapid deposition 

of thermal energy. Thus the validity of neither the thermal erosion theory 

nor the mechanical shock theory is evinced by the acoustic disturbances seen 

in these holograms. 

3,) In regards to the shock theory of surface damage, it is Interesting 

to note (see Table 1) how close the velocity of sound In the plasma - that Is, 

the transverse expansion vellcity of the plasma - is to the velocity of sound 

in the ^lass.  Remembering that the acoustic impedance of a solid is given by 

ilit? product of the density of the solid and the speed of sound in the solid, 

and assuming that the density of the Inchoative plasma is near that of the 

solid, it is seen that there is a good acoustic impedance match between the 

jjlasma and the glass sample. This would aid in coupling the plasma expansion 

shock wave into the glass. 

4.) The opaque regions of the exit plasmas in many of the cases where 

pitting hr",  occurred may be a clue to the mechanism operating to cause damage. 

If this opacity is due to material from the surface, then the material Is being 

sjected at a high velocity. Measurements made in tbe photos of the holograms 

show that this velocity is in excess of 10B cm/sec. The implications of this 

are not clear to us at present. 
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S.)  The acoustic waves see« empntins» from interior i!anas,c tracks 

are potentially more conclusive than those from the1 r.ur laces.  They are 

perliaps eviilenco that elect rostriction is net inr«, in .t l<»afU somo of the 

instances of self focusing observed in these holo^rnms. Owe  draws this 

conclusion from the fact tiiat only a longitndinal v,'ave : r. seen radiating 

nway from internal daraagc tracks.  If the hroaka^e per se were causing ehe 

emission of the sound wave, then it misht be expecte.-j that both longitudinal 

,-md transverse disturbances would b^ visible.  iiowevcr, el ectrostriction, 

which causes a radial constriction, would produce only P.   longitudinal wave. 

The evidence indicates, then, the existence of a relatively strong electro- 

strictive wave in some instances of self tracking damage.  However, it must 

be stressed that this evidence is only prel üniuary. 

We should note here that a sound wave is not- always seen in conjunction 

with tracking damage.  The shorter the time delay between damage and the taking 

oi: the hologram and the greater the tracking damage, the more likely it is 

that a wave will be seen.  Perhaps the tracking wave is less intense than those 

from the exit face, and consequently, attenuates nm ^ r.-.p;dly to the point 

where it is not detected.  Also, the holograms are nor. all of equal quality 

and it is likely that weaker disturbances are sometime;; not detected because 

Df poor quality of the hologram. 

6.)  The ion temperature of the planra near the end of the damage pnlse 

4 
is probably much greater than  5 x lu "K. This supports the theory of 

thermal erosion. Also, the nature of the damage often suggests Chat it is 
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i 'USCMI by 'n[<\h   tomporatures.  There is often a lnri»e - somcuimes ns great as 

one cent imet<ii" in rfiametor wher "he energy density of the laser pulse is far 

ahove the tlaina^e threshold - area of permanent discoloration of the glass 

Mirface around i he dama.v1 on the exit face.  This diameter is much larger 

I tlum the diameter of the damaging laser beam, but the plasma attains yet even 

larger dimensions.  Furthermore, the ion temperature of the plasma can still 

be several thousand degrees upon reaching this diameter (see Table 1). There 

can be little doubt then that the plasma per se is responsible for this 

' discoloration.  Whether the mechanism responsible is thermal heating or UV 

• radiadition from the plasma remains to be determined. 

i 

This   large discolored area  illustrates very well   the  point made earlier 
I 

in this report concernin--, the efficacy of doin.^; damage studies well above the 

damage threshold.  Such r. large area of discoloration would not be observed 

unless the energy density of tue damage pulse is sufficiently great to cause 

.' plasma of relatively large dimensions and, consequently, one would not be 

a-.'le to observe so easily the effect of the plasma on the glass. 

7.)  In general, any hypothesis whose purport is explanation of surface 

damage must take into account the great difference between entrance and exit 

surface damage thresholds.  Most do this, but there appears to be another 

difference between exit ;;nd entrance damage which is not taken into account. 

The entrance and exit plasmas are of about the same density and temperature 

hut the exit plasma lb often much larger when the energy of the beam is well 

ahove the damage threshold.  This asymetry could be an indication of the damage 

rvcnanism. 
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^.5    A Proposed Damage Mechanism * 

In an effort to colligate the facts gleaned from the» observations, 

we present the following phenomenological model as an explanation of surface 

damage. 

At the exit surface a plasma is initially formed by desorption of 

impurities from the surface by the leading edge of the laser pulse.  That 

impurities and not the glass per se are responsible for the plasma is evinced 

by the fact that pristine glass is quite difficult to damage. These impurities 

may be remnants of polishing compound, water absorbed from the atmosphere, etc. 

This desorption and plasma formation are enhanced by any self trapping of the 

beam which might occur. The plasma remains in close contract with the surface 

due to its propensity to grow into the laser beam. UV radiation from the 

plasma raises electrons in the surface to the conduction band until the surface 

begins to appear metallic to the still incident laser pulse. This in turn leads 

to an increased absorption of the pulse and, consequently, to an increased rate 

of plasma growth. The characteristic pit is due to either thermal spallation or 

to a combination of thermal effects and the shock from the expanding plasma 

acting upon the already thermally weakened surface. The larger area of dis- 

coloration around the pit is due to the thermal effect of the plasma or to 

UV radiation from the plasma. 

* Some of the essentials of this must be credited to Prof. A. Glass of 

Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, 
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The entrance surface damage threshold Is higher and the plasma smaller 

because the plasma grows away from the surface. Consequently, the entrance 

is not as effectively subjected to either radiation or shock from the plasma. 

Any entrance damage Is due to thermal effects, 

A possible point of contention In this proposed mechanism lies In the 

rather bias* statement that the entrance surface is not as effectively 

Irradiated by UV from the plasma as the exit surface. At present, nothing 

more than the observation that there is greater contiguity between exit and 

plasma than between the entrance and plasma can be offered. This is certainly 

a point that wants more thought. 
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:•..    TFJi00 MODK IA"F,;: 

r 
I 

As   r(>porf.e<l   m   Mio   s^iu-annu.-il   report"   of   1]    Vr^mt'or,   P'Td,   .-i   hi^li 

power,   hip.h energy,   lasor opcrat in;',  the TF,T^0   spntini   rnoilo   is  l»»«in', 

^•si'jned  ard  constructed  under  this  contract.     Th.ir. v; ! i   ':■>*  n  s»lar.: 

■'S^: nntor-mnpl i f ier   RvstPin wich  n  pulse  width  varini lr>   rrom approximately 

two  to   forty  nanoseconds. 

Sinco   the  hiiilcHnf  of   this   laser   is   .'^ i i",     •-  rrncr;;1;,   (■•uy   the 

oFcillntor design     will   i-f  discnssed.   !ierei;i.     ■|".."   cof'.plp to   'cystem wilj   >e 

fiescr i hod   in   t'he   nevt   setnl-nnnnal   report,   due   "1   i'ecemher    'I,   1^71, 

Several   problems  have  presented   thenselver   jr.  Lhe   design  of   this 

oscillator.     Some  of  those  problems,   along with  pertinent   co;,iment.r-,   nre 

ns   follows: 

1.)     nharacterist ics of  the  T'-'K      mode  -   'den!   v   i''o  cntput  of nn J o o ' 

oscil Inter operntinp,   in  the  TEK      nod ^   should  process  a 

[Gaussian cross-section.    That   the output   is   spatially Gaussian 

ran be  ost:ens;;'ly verified   '.y  several   n.elhods.     T'-.'o  common 

ones  are  ('"lanination  of  the   ^iir;i  patterns  of   fie   laser   (t'ne 

laser   is   fired  through   filters  of vnrious  net-.ttAl   densities 

mid   is  assumed   to  hnV'"-  r,   repro/hc ihie  .'u.tpi:;      .; i.:  iviea siirement 

of  the1   energies  pasda^   'Jirou^h   npertures  of various   sizes. 
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'iu'M1    I w.'    .•«■I   lii..;.       ;.a,-. i'.i'.'   .'tUy    t:;0    \ii'c       f,' i      ;;;!••('   OniptiL 

0 ;'   t iii'   ', .'fr.      :v.cA i 1 i • i •■ r',   n L .   n 1 . ,   havf   s.iowu   t'iaf   a  more 

1 or.v,'i "i •. ■   rxni-u n.'t i Oil  o .:   f ho   laser   pulse   rnirt   be  made. 

:pecir:r.- , ; y,   the   lewporal   :;hapo  of  the  pxileo as a   function 

■I   cndiil   dir.tnr.ce   from  tiie   axis  of   svmwt rv  i.mnt  he  determined. 

in:;   S';,'i',ii lOtiltl   ,"' ■   the   pane   for  every  point   in  the  cross- 

so;', ion oi   the   pu\ se   i 

oa.- , ■; 

f   "-KM      " .i00"   is  to  have   its usually   inferred 

In  other   words,   the   spati.-il   cross-sect ion  of  the 

pulse  cmst  he   ^missian aloivi;   I'm-   whole   ". en';th  of   tne  pvilse. 

rh'-se   cond , t ions    ire   onlv   appro:; i me. C^'1 y   fulfillei!   in  practice. The   pnlse 

;   never   LrnH" ".a'^sin':   ' :  .■   laser which  uses   an  Inlerr . .• ■''.y   aperture and   there 

.   alwavs  pitosecond   :.rr>.;ct u«."o   to   the  pnl.-.e.     however,   '..;e   conditions can be 

•11   approxunnteci   ; n  i IIK  v.rnes.-H-onii  te-'ime. 

In  '.he  or.c.i 11 atot   under  consideration h.evt-   ,.?i^ire  .-1;,   there appears  to 

■   no  prohlein with  variation   in  tire   if  the  cro.sr'-sec t ional   shape  of pulse, 

i':   has hecr,  checVei'.  hy  passixi...»  a  portion  of  the   "'eari  through  a  pinhole 

"  -caied at   v.-rioa--  pos i r , ■■ns   in  tue beaw.     !'o .'ever,  vnle.; .  care  is  taVen a 

•reat   deal   n:'  1 on ^.i ! nd i'\r. 1  nwde  heatin^   is  preS'Tt   in   the  ontpnt.     Figures   72, 

"'5,    'nd   24 are  oscil !oc;ra"is  of  the.  entire  pulse   for  cavity   lengths of  S,   7  and 

.  ters   respect-.ve'y,     Tiie   i i;;;^   scale   if   :?(    ns/d;.-;-,!        .■  each  ?igure.     That 

tie   re-pilar   part-'-rn   is    iue   :o   '"ode   :).•«£■ tiir-   can   he   :•. seeria. ned  hy  noting  that 

e   i rcquenc.p'   i :;.   . c , ;e   f: eqrenev   separation  of   the   ::".>,.des varies  as   1 
1. 

'i!' probier 1 ir'el" disappears with ■ V- on.e neter eavity,  fit is interesting 

■ '-et" in i^ese o.-a-i 11 o^rams that tiie temporal pulse width is directly proportional 

o the cavity lon.^tn). 
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FIGURE  22 

FIGURE   23 
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FIGURE   24 
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AnoLher aspect of rKMo0 mode characterization is ihf  spatial 

"i i f .uil i nrfis" or C h«" pulse.  There is always some energy outside the 

(nini pattern which Hrrmw to define the beam.  This Is often not manifested 

until attempts to amplify the pulse are made.  The amplification o£ this 

peripheral energy can result in ,1 very meaay looking, beam.  Generally the 

problem lies in scattering from the intercavity aperture used to obtain 

t'.ip TEMoo mode.  Special apertures can be used to alleviate this problem 

md such an aperture has been installed in the osci^later described here. 

The efficacy n£ this remains to be seen after the pulse 1s substantially 

amplifled. 

2.)  Obtaining the IKMoo mode - We have nfted the most straightforward 

method to this end, an aperture placed inside the oscillater 

cavity.  Besides use of an aperture, several other factors 

govern the ease with which the mode can be obtained and the 

maximum size aperture that: can be used: 

a.)  The optical quality ol the intercavity elements must be 

Mp,ood".  Upon the first attempt to rui. the oscillater 

under consideration in the TSMao mode, we used a laser 

rod which exhibited a full wave (full aperture.) of stress 

when examined in a Michelson i nterferoiner er.  The TQ100 , 

mode toulu not he obtained even with an apei. tare as small 

as f',5» mm if  uiauieter.  Replacement of this rod with one 

with less than 1/S wave stress led immediately to 

operation in the desired mode. 
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Cleanliness  of   the  optical .elements   is,   ni   course,   of   ' 

param'ounc  importance not  only tor malntetiftiue  of  optical    • 

quality  but   also   for  th«*  prevention  of   damage. 

, i , 

b.) Any small damage site which develops In the path of the 
, i 

beam  inside  the.  racillator  cavity   can  cavr. ■   'oss   of  the 

TKMoo mode.     This  Is  often manifested   hj   tlie  sudden 

appearance  of a higher order mode.   ' , 

c.)    The  use   of  A  curved mirror   renders  attsinnent;   of   the 

TEMoo  easier.     A   fou*   meter   radius   of   curvature mirror 

is  being  utilized   in'^u:  oscillator   as  a   r^n > s reflector, 

■ ■   The  output ratr.rot:, is  an  likalon with  an   jnilnite   radius  , 

of curvature. 

d'.)    Alignment:of   the cavity^s  crHLv-al, 'n^t   ■::■■■■,.for  ci-xcular 

symmetry of  the output  beam  but  also  ^ur .»Lv.ainment  and 

maintenance of  the mode desired.     As  <i  f,f.T\pr.&]   procedure 
' i 

;e alii»,r. the cavity to läse and then ''i>l;r.-' „M ' ii the 

aperture apd front mirror to obtain ch? hegt appearing 

burn pattern. 

e.) It should be mentioned that c   19iiim di kin< d'ts utilized 

in thi ö osclliator, but mly a three mil iim.-f.er section 

near the^ center is selected by the apert.ur- l.s the laslng 

region.  This might affect the r--suits we are obtaining, 
i 

since the thermal  profile would be ditlerßrit  f#r a 

smaller; rod. 
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K)     ABcercalnmcnt of the presence of the TIHoo mode - 

The evidence we have for TQloo operation is fourfold: 

a.) The burn pattern, In the near and far fields, shows the correct 

profile when taken through various neutral density filters. 

b.) The presence of a higher order mode manifests Itself quite 

obviously in the bum pattern If the mode selecting aperture 

used is too large or, eften, if a damage site occurs in one of 

the optical components in the cavity.  This obvious shifting 

from mode lo  vnode Is conclusive evidence that the laser is 

operating in a single spatial mode. 

c.) The output beam exhibits spatial coherency across its1 entire 

cross-section.  This Is evidenced by the observation of a 

relatively large hole in the bum pattern after f.iu* beam has 

passed through an amplifier ro(i with an inclusion in the path 

cf the beam.  The inclusion leads to pronounced diffraction 

effects in the single mode case, but does not manifest itself 

at all in the bum pattern when the laser is operating multimode. 

d.) The output beam is temporally satisfactory across its complete 

cross-section. 

•'..)  Energy extractable from oscillator - The amount of energy obtainable 

from this oscillator is, for an aperture of given diameter, limited 

not by the lasing quality of the rod, but by the damage threshold of 

the intercavtty elements.  We have been able to obtain as much as 800mj, 

using a 3nim aperture, in the TEMoo mode.  This, however, rendered the 

interenvity power density far above the damage threshold of the optics. 
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Hence the final design of the oscillator will be such that the inter- 

2 
cavity power density will never exceed 0.5 glgawattfi/cm" at any time 

or position. This means that the temporal and spatial shape of the 

output pulse must be taken into account when peak intercavity power 

densities are calculated.  We have used, as an acceptable approximation, 

a factor of 2 in both the temporal and spatial cases in calculating 

peak power densities inside the cavity. That is, the peak power density 

is considered to be approximately four times as ^reat as that calculated 

from a consideration of the average power densities in space and time. 

Since the intercavity power density at the output mirror, where it is 

greatest, is related to the output power density as 

Pln= Pout 
B- j  I   , 
R - 1 

where R ic the reflectivity of the output mirror, and since we are 

utilizing a mirror with a reflectivity of 287., we can conclude that 

the average output power density must be no more than approximately 

one eighth of damage threshold if the intercavity elements are to have 

a long lifetime without damage.  This means, then, that power densities 

2 
of slightly lees than 100 megawatts/cm'' can be safely extracted from 

the oscillator. 

Considering the high gain per pass achievable with the 9" of pumped 

rod in this oscillator, it is possible that the reflectivity of the 

output mirror can be reduced and, consequently, the amount of energy 

extractable from the oscillator increased. This will be investigated. 
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The most damage prone elements in the cavity have proven to be the 

Brewster stack glass polarizers, and the KD*P crysrai in the Pockels 

cell.  The laser rod does not damage anywhere near as easily as any 

of these.  It is possible that polarizers made of ED-4, which is the 

same material as the laser rod except that it contains no Neodymium, 

will improve the situation and allow operation at higher power 

densities. 

One might conclude that since the energy out of the oscillator must be 

limited due to the possibility of damage, a shorter laser rod could be 

used.  We have attempted to use a shorter rod, 4" of which was pumped. 

The result was that the gain was not sufficient to produce lasing action 

without relatively hard pumping.  This leads to thermal problems and 

makes the TEMoo mode more difficult to achieve and maintain.  In an 

oscillator of this kind, it seems best to use a Longer rod than one 

might think necessary from an energy standpoint. 

Another factor which appears to affect the energy of th«! oscillator, at 

a given pumping level and with an aperture of given size, is the geometry 

of the aperture. In an effort to keep the output cleaner, we have been 

using a metal disk with the aperture in it at the end of a truncated 

cone.  Figure 25 shows this geometry. The inside oi  the con« is bright 

metal.  Using this aperture, as opposed to one formed by simply drilling 

a cylindrical hole through a disk, the output of the oscillator is 

approximately 307. higher at a given pumping level.  A reasonable 

explanation for this is that scattering from around the cylindrical 

aperture is depleting the upper lasing level through off axis photons 

scattered through the lasing volume. 
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FIGURE 25 - Cross section of Intercavlty Aperture 
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The oscillator for the damage study laser, then, Is essentially 

complete.  Only some optimization remains to be done.  It is expected 

that 200-300 millijoules will be obtained in a 20-40ns pulse.  This will 

be In the TEM00 mode with a well behaved temporal profile across the 

entire beam. 

Plans for the near future call for the installation of an optical 

shutter to obtain pulses as short as two or three nanoseconds.  Besides 

this, of course, the amplifier chain will be assembled and the final beam 

characterized. All of this should be achieved within the next two to three 

months. 
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4.  PARTICULATE DAMAGE STUDIES 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THERMODYNAMICS TO LASER GLASS MELTING 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

Platinum Inclusions in laser glass appear to be caused by migration 

I of Pt as platinum oxide. Gas phase transport is  possible with PtC^Cgas) 

being the major intermediate species; whiskers and platelets are expected 

morphologies. Transport through the glass as a platinum oxide complex 

, may also be possible. 

The Pt metal can be stabilized with respect to Its oxide by reducing 

a partial pressure of 0,v (Pn ).  In stabilizing the Pt metal, the oxides 
z  u2 

in the glass melt are destabilized in favor of their metals resulting in 

the formation of Pt alloys.  The following reactions illustrate this 

problem. 

Pt(pure metal) + 0 (gas) - Ptf^gas)        Cl) 

SI (in solid Pt alloy) + 02(gas) -»SiOj (in laser glass melt)  (2) 

As the P0 is reduced, both SI and Pt are stabilized with respect to their 
2 

oxides.  It Is apparent that the PA must be chosen so that the P_, 
02 pt02 

is as low as possible without the laier melt oxides ; educing to the metal 

and attacking the Pt crucible. In order to determine the PQ at which all 

glass components react with Pt in a detrimental way, the standard state 

free energy for Reaction (1) and those for reactions similar to Reaction (2) 

for all oxides In laser glass, the themodynamlc activities of the various 

oxides in las» glass, and the thermodynamic activities of the corresponding 

metals In platinum must be known. 
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I The  standard  state  free energy of Reaction (1)   has been determined 

I 

by Al cock and Cooper .  The standard state free energy for the formation 

'' •     1 2 
of the common oxides  *F (MeO ) i have also been determined . The ^F0's 

r   A 

correapond to the energy difference between reactants and products when the 

solids and liquids are pure and when the gases are at I atm. of pressure. 

The thermodynamic activities yet to be determined take into account that 

the oxides are in a glass solution and that the metals are in the platinum 

alloy.  The desired activities are not available from past scientific 

studies. The goal of this  effort, therefore, Is to determine the acti- 

vities of oxides in laser glass and the activities of the oietals of the 

laser glass in platinum. 

During the 1971 fiscal year, emphasis has been placed upon (1) a 

literature search; (2) the estimation and (3) the experimental determination 

of the activities of oxides in laser glass and of metals in platinum. 

The main eaphasis of the 1972 fiscal year is to reduce to practice 

the concept of melting laser glass under reduced oxygen partial pressures 

In order to eliminate Pt inclusions. 
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4 •2  MTKKATURE SF.ARCH 

3 
The Semi-Annual Technical Report submitted on January 1, 1971 

contains the bulk of the literature search on thermodynamlc activities. 

Appendix I of this report adds additional references not listed previously. 

Appendix I is divided into the same headings used in the semi-annual report: 

1. Activities of Oxides in Binary and Ternary Systems; 

2. Activities of Metals in Platinum 

3. General Data on Similar Systems and Methods of Estimating Thermodynamic 

Activities, Free Energies of Formation, and Heats of Formation. 

This is the first attempt of gathering and consolidating activities 

of oxides and of platinum alloys to appear in a literature. Several data 

banks and individual authors have contributed to the bibliography. 
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U.3  DETERMINATION OF ACTIVITIES 

A.  Empirical Study 

For the literature search several glass compos!Cions were 

considered, as presented in Table I.    The empirical determination 

of activities was narrowed to one glass composition, composition #5 

in Table 2, a LipO-CaO-SiO^-NdpO, glass. 

The analytical technique which was developed and used at Battelle was 

particularly applicable to the overall project. Basically, the analytical 

technique consisted of equilibrating the laser glass with a small piece of 

platinum.  After Che equilibration, the platinum was placed in a Knudsen 

cell and the activities of the various metals from the laser glass picked 

up by the platinum wer* rrieasured.  Since the platinum had been equilibrated 

with the laser glass and since the free energies of formation of the oxides 

have been previously determineds, the activities of these oxides in the laser 

glass could be calculated. The details of the analytical technique are 

described In Appendix II. 

There are two basic advantages to the analytical technique.  First, 

with a minimum amount of experimentation and time, activities wer« determined 

in the platinum and in the laser glass.  Second, several oxide activities were 

determined; direct measure of the oxide activities by pLiicing the glass 

directly into the Knudsen cell would have given only the oxide activity 

related to the most volatile species, probably only Ll^O. 
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TABLE 2 
LASER GLASS COMPOSITIONS OF COMMERCIAL LNTKRLS! 

f;Us5i No. Component Mole Fryt ion 

0 .0 1.4 

0.080 

0. i i 2 

0.010 

Component 

Si02 

BaO 

Na2Ü 

K2Ü 

Nd203 

SIÜ2 

AI2O3 

Sb2Ü3 

BaO 

ZnO 

Li20 

Na,,Ü 

K2Ü 

Nd00-3 

Si02 

Ti02 

sbi0:3 

Bau 

I'bO 

Na20 

K20 

Nd2Ü3 
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0.719 

0.0 1A 

0.ÜÜ2 

0.0U 

0.017 

0.ü2i 

0.068 

0.1U 

0.010 

0.791 

Ü.004 

0.0G5 

0,018 

0.006 

0.043 

0.126 

0.006 
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lAlU.h    2 
i.ASKK  CLASS  r.oMl'OSl 1 iiiiiS  OF COHHnKC 1 AL   INTKRi.S'l    (^ at 'd) 

'.lass   Nl Cura£onent 

Siü , 

li-.O, 

A I iO J 

AS2Ü3 

BaO 

SiO, 

AijOj 

K^Ü 

CeÜ2 

FooO 

Na:0 

Li2Ü 

Nd20'i 

CaO 

Si02 

AljOj 

sb2o3 

UaO 

ZnO 

LiyO 

Na20 

K.20 

NdnOj 
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Mu 1 <■; I'^'iltiiu1 

0.48Ü 

0.174 

0.073 

0.07'i 

0.255 

0.013 

0.593 

0.025 

2.12 X 10-7 

1.6 X 10-3 

y.4 x IO"8 

9.42 X 10-7 

0.275 

0.005 

0.100 

0.762 

0.017 

0.002 

0.023 

0.017 

0.023 

0.077 

0.080 

0.010 



TAULE 2 
LASER GLASS COMPüSiTIÜNS OF COMMERCIAL INTEREST (cont'd) 

I Glass No. Component Mole Fraction 

7 !      , Si02 0.792 ' 

,■ 

A1203 Ü.Ö10 

BaO  , i 0.0^2 

1                        ! 

2110 0.012 ! 

■ Li20     . l '     0.022 

Na20 0.080 

K20 0.053. 

Nd20., 0.007 

8 Si02 

i 

0.773 

Sb203       i 0 .,002, 

* 
BaO 0.113 

» Na20 0.100 

1 
K20 0.013 
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B.    Results of ^nipi r icol Utudy 

The d«cemined aetivitie»  are prosentod in Tnble 3. 

Tiio •. livl'v <l .ilnminnin in platinum ('^p   is '.Jven -it 'JOO K 

:.o<.iist' Inmifficienl d.tlt wore nv.ill.ble to  empirically oxtr.ipolato to the 

The A*, « iTW^K cannot be caUul'ted without an ^Rtinute of 

AVJ •1700oi: becatttiC ehe  Ion.; term equilibration MM c.irried out at this 

u-mpcr;.Uiro.  Afl t-i»<? partial pressure of o-:v^cn is reduced, the activities 
Pt 

of the mot;.Is in pi tinun {A.je) increases as their mole fractions in 

platinum (X^!;) increase which is expected.  From the relaLion: £?   = 

Pt  Ft Ft 
■   X ^ , tlio activity coefficient of the various letals in platinum (YMe) 

can bo calculated.  They arc presented in Table 4.  In general, several 

metallic sysuens follow Henry'sLaw; that is, the activity coefficient is not 

i lunctionof composition in dilute solution;:.  From T.ble 4, however, It 

csn be seen that the activity coefficient of one of Lhe important metnls, 

silicon, is varying significantly with the partial pressure of oxygen. 

Extrapolation of the activity data to other compositions will be more 

difficult.  The activity coefficient of '•.he other metnls in platinum do not 

i'ppoar to be strong functions of composition in the dilute .solution range. 

The activities of the oxides in. the laser ^lasa art not varying 

significantly with the partial pressure of oxygen as indicated in T'ble 3. 

This is to bo expected because the composition of the laser glass 

equilibrated with the platinum at the various partial pressures of oxygen 

has not chanc.ed composition. 
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TABLE   3 

I 

I 
I 

KXPERI MENTALLY DETERMINED ACTIVITIES OF COMPONENTS 
IN  PLATINUM AND IN CLASS  AT  EQUILIBRIUM AT   17Ja0K 

Pt Pt 
Activitln   (AM,)   «nd   Molr   Fractions   'XMp )   ot   M^ta.s   ir.   PUtmair: 

tfa     («tm)  durinp   Equilibration 

1".''' IP«* l£^ 

A;; *,*\<ylt' 1.5«10* 
• 10 

3iil0 

« H.OMIM*' 
-4 

2.8x10 J.JKIO"* 

•5 K,-9 lo-« 2x10 0 

<l 5xlü"3 2.5xlO-4 •4 
4.üx 10 

tfim 30ÜoK 2xlü'7 l.4xI0_6 l.Ixlü"5 

XA1 3.3xl0"5 ^./xio""' 1.5x10 

APt ACa 
mm 2xl0-lü 9xl0"U 

xCa mm 4.0xlO"5 9x10"5 
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TABLE 3 (Cont'd) 

EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED ACTIVITIES OF COMPONENTS 
» IN PLATINUM AND IN CLASS AT EQUILIBRIUM AT 1700oK 

f Activities (A^e0
SS)and Mole Fractions (X^"8) of Oxides in Glass: 

I PQ  (atm) during Equilibration 
'2  

111 1^1 iCÜ 
A^98 0.3 0.28 0.15 

X^SI* 0-593 0'593 0-593 

$~ I»-" 10-' exio-10 

xfj*83 0.275 0.275 0.275 

X?!a8S 0.025 0.025 0.025 'AI2O3 

AgUs8 — 1 0  1 ACaO *" * 

Xci"8 0.100 0.100 0.100 
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TABLE 4 

ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR CONSTITUENTS IN PLATINUM 

Pn for Equilibrium 
U2 

Element 10"6 lo"8        lo"1U 

Si 7xl0"10       2xli)"a     9xl0"7 

Li 2xI0'5        4x10*       ^xio'5 

Al 6xl0"3        3x10*       7x10* 

-b -6 
Ca — 5x10       1x10 
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U.U      ESTIMATES BASED UPON THEORETICAL MODELS COMPARED TO OBSERVED DATA 

Now that activity data are available for the platinum and oxide systems 

of interest, the theoretical models for estimating thermodynamic data reported 

In the Semi-Annual Technical Report"* of 1 January 1971 can be tested. 

A. Motts Emissibility Criterion 

A method of estimating the heat of formation of various metallic 

compounds  AH£ (AB ) was attempted from B. W. Motts* emissibility criterion. 

The estimations of several metallic compounds were not found to be successful. 

Actually this is not surprising. The Mott expression for the heat of formation 

is the sum of the heat of formation used in the Pauling model and the heat of 

formation used in the Hildebrand model.  Both models by themselves estimate 

the heat of formation quite well for the particular classes of compounds for 

which they were developed; Pauling's model works well for ionic and covalent 

bonded compounds and Hildebrand's model works well for emnissible, molecular 

solutions. Isolated successes have been obtained by applying these models to 

metallic systems. By adding the heat of formation from the two models, 

however, one obtains an expression which is redundant; adding the two models 

4 
together is not the same as applying a correction factor to one of the models . 

e 

As an example,  consider one model giving an estimate of  aHf (^n^ s "^0 

e 
kilocallories per mole and some other model giving an estimate of   AHf (AB

n) * 

50 kilocallories per mole.    It would not be appropriate to combine the two 

models and estimate the   AH£ (ABn)  to be -90 kilocallories per mole.    B.W. Mott 

may have found his expression appropriate for determining whether or not a 

metallic system is going to be imnissible, but it is not an appropriate model 

for determining a heat of formation of metallic compounds. 
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B.  Electronep»tivlty 

The Semi-Annual Report3 Indicated that when more reliable 

data were available from the empirical Battelle study, Pauling's electro- 

negativity scale could possibly be re-evaluated for the platinldes. If 

Li, Ca, Al, and Si are considered to be the same family of compounds, one 

I could evaluate a now value for the electronegativity of platinum (E. ) 

which may be more appropriate for the platinldes of interest. If the 

electronegativity of platinum is constant for these alloys, one may also 

expect the electronegativity of platinum to be constant for the other 

metals of Interest, such as Na, K, and Mg.  Instead nf using a heat of 

r . ! 
formation ' M^  (MePtx)  it was suggested that the excess molar Ire« energy 

l-xs FT 
in the limit of the dilute solution F  - -RT Inv Me (in Ft soln, 

-xs"i 
lim 3C.     -»0)  «8^        may be more appropriate.    Such a term renoves the 

-xs 0 

compositional variance of activity; F      is similar to A   fH .  (MeFt  )  except 
Me r     x 

that the compositional dependence has been removed  If It is assumed that 

the activity coefficient in the dilute range are composition independent, 

the excess free energies £an be calculated from Tabled and used In the 

Faul'ng equation in order to determine an electronegativity value for 

placinum (Ept). Table 4 lists the data used in the calculation. Column 1 

lists the metallic element of interest. Column 2 lists the Pauling electro- 

negativity of the corresponding element. Column 4 lists the number of 

valence electrons (n).  Col'tmn 5 is the calculated platinum electronegativity 

2 
using the Fauling equation:  #lf (AB ) ■ -n (2306C)  (E -E ) . Because the 

•       II at) 

electronegativity for platinum (E- ) does vary significantly, using the 
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•IA15LL    5 
CALCULATION Of A REV1SEB VALÜK  l-OK 

THE  Kl.KC IROXi'GATIVlTY OF  ft 

Metal 
Fletsent 

»e 

Vffe 
Pt 

From Tab I.: EPt   "  ^Me ^s^l1/2 
23,060 n J 

li 1.0 4x10 
-5 

Ca 1.0 5x1.0 
-b 

].95 

Al 1.5 3x10 
_ > 

1.91 

Si 1.90 2x10 
-8 

2.71 
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Pauling electronegativity expression in order to calculate heats of 

*-xs 
formation (*H° (MePt ), excess free energies (F ), or activity 

•     * Me 
Pt 

coefficients (YM ) for other metals of Interest in platinum would not 

be accurate to within 2 orders of magnitude. Note that ehe electro- 

negativity of platinum does not appear to be due to the choice of n values. 

The experimentally determined activities of the oxides in the laser 

glass compositior #5 are compared to the estimates made In the Serai-Annual 

Report in Table 6. The method of estimating the activities of oxides 

ii not satisfactory if the activities are desired within two orders of 

magnitude. 
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I TABLE 6 
COMPARISON BETWEES OSSERVEO WSD ESTIMATED 

ACTIVI 1 li.S OF OXIDES 

MeO. 

Oxide Observed EstImated 

l,i20 lO-9 Co IQ-11 6xl0~6 

CaO 1 to 0.1 ÖxLO -3 

SiO., 0.3 - 0.15 0.37 
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4.5   noivPiioi.qGiEs OF Pimüutt iggtpsims 

I'lrtiiniim  ini'lii.".ions h.-ivi»  been   found   to occttt*   is   four different   typ*" 

o.   movphoio;ic5--.     Win:"k<'rs  nnt!   platel#tfl   (such   as   ;ii.n ■,!.•■   .nd   polygons) 

h.ivi'  ttSttfilly  bopn .;ttribntec!   to   rhc  v.ipor  p!i. ^f   Tov.th  oi   the   inclusions, 

. Figure   ?Ji  compn rr;.  a   local   devi tr i f ic. ti on   (left)   to   a  pi'tMü.T iHtisIcer 

snrroiiiidod  hv sono devitrification,    lacy networfrs .iad  n^lomerntea have 

been •'. ttributcd   ;. o ppet-imitation   : ron solid   solution     ':" " may   .]^o  be 

caused by   localized heating of  t'i'   Pi     rur;'-.!.:   when ■ ti   induction   fufn.Tce 

!s used. 

Photonic re'^r.-iphs  of  the  glass   ■".■■■nip].>;-  n.sed   in  the  etmi] ibr^tion 

Mid dcteMlnatloti of activities at Battelle   ire  shown  In  Figure  27, 

Initially  the  glass was Blfide   frcm batch   In      nitrogen atmosphere   for 

24  iioiirs.     Microscopic  exair.in. tion  Indicated   that  no p]    :inutn   inclusions 

were present  .■ ftor  this heating,     Tit«   tot.i]   Pt  content  wa«   an.ilyj!ed 

nnd  found  to be opproximately  1.5 ppmu.     The   ilass  sample was  then equilibrated 

for 168 hours at  t-he varlouH partial  pressures of iv.yjcn used   in  the  study; 

P.,    -   10'6,   JU"
S
  :ind   ](    "10    icn. 

The   tc>.:l  platinum content was  atr'lyÄod  .: *, .in • nc   found   to  be  approximately 

0.6 ppma. 

The decrease  in  total   Ft content of  Che   ;l."ss   from  1,5   to 0.     pom.- 

may   have  been  caused   i'y    onie  of   the   Pt:   in   '.ho   'lass  pre.:. pi t'.tin i or.   tlie  Ft 

■.■   "ible  and   subnor^ed  wire   in   the   Ion",   tern cquiMbr- tion;   since  a   small 

sample   size was  used   the  surface   to  volume   rntto V:;P  iii ;h.     The   1,5  ppma  was 

obtained  by   fire  assay on a   30   ■',.   rample while   the 0*6  ppiaa  wai   obtained 
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with .1 Knudson L'ell-MnHa [jpecuroinpter on ■>  less  thiTti onr?   ',r;ini sample. 

The difference  Ln ■  inpio ;.i;:e .Mid  the difference  In analytical methods 

m.iy  also  account   for   the  observed  difference,     Microscopic  examiruition 

of ihv   ■■,1 IRH shoved .' new type of inclusion host describod aa a "salt effect", 

Fi jure 27  is represontntive of cho snn^les used in the long tenn 

equilibration.    The low nuigniflcation phocomicrograpb on the left shows the 

larse number of inclusions md the phototnicrograph on the right shows 

Che very  small   size  of  the   inclusions,     (The  h'i^hl   spot  in  the  low power 

micrograph   is  Q  surface defect,  out of  focus,   and  not   the  "salt"  rffect 

discussed.) . 

It   is  believed   that  this  type  of  inclusion  is more   represontntive 

of platinum dissolution and  precipitation  from solution.     It  may also 

indicate   Chat ft  can be  precipitated   from a  glass lie, ten   in a  relatively 

oxygen deficietit atmosphere,  such a« " ,  by exposing the glass to a more 

reducing atmosphere.    At: any rate,   the P«    is n  significant parameter 

related   to  the occurrance  of platinum  inclusions  in  laser flasSi 
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A.6  PLATINUM FAILURE VS. PQ, 

The purpose of gathering thermodynaailc data and experimentally 

determining the activities of the oxides in glass and of the cor- 

responding metals In platinum was to predict the point of "failure" 

of the platinum parts in contact with the glass during the melting 

operation. Now that the data for glass composition #5 have been 

determined, the lowest oxygen partial pressure one can use for 

melting glass composition #5 in platinum without failing the platinum 

can be predicted. It is desired to reduce the partial pressure of 

oxygen as low as possible in order to minimize the partial pressure 

of PtO;, (gas) above the melt and the activity of the corresponding 

platinum oxide complex in the glass. The lower limit is set by 

platinum failure. 

What is meant by platinum "failure"? Failure would occur: 

(1) if a liquid phase was formed;  (2) if an intex-cnetallic compound 

formed; or (3) if a large increase in the Pt lattice parameter 

(d «pacing) occurred on addition ot metal contamination. Most of 

the metal-platinum phase diagrams of interest are net available. 

For those which are available, ~ 1 at .7. of the metal in platinum 

can be dissolved before failure would be expected. 

The details of the thermodynamic calculations in order to 

estimate the partial pressure of oxygen required for platinum failure 

are presented in Appendix III. The results of the calculation are 
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I 
presented in Table 7, The first column lists the metal in platinum 

i solution expected to cause the failure. The second column lists the 

partial pressure of oxygen required for failure. 

I 
Platinum failure, is expected to occur by silicon attack somewhere 

I below 10'  atm.  and possibly not until 10   atm. at 17ü0OK (2600oF). 

The lithium, aluminum and calcium are not expected to cause the platinum 

metal failure until a lower PQ is reached within the glass. 

From the equilibration studies, it was experimentally determined 

that laser glass could be melted in platinum at an oxygen partial pressure 

-10 
of 10   atms. at 1700oK without experiencing failure. The low partial 

pressure of oxygen for this run was chosen based upon the two previous 

equilibration runs. 

During the next fiscal year, a small scale crucible melting program 

is planned to melt glass composition #5 in plbtinum at partial pressures 

of oxygen in the 10   atms. range and study the effect ot the oxygen 

partial pressure «n the platinum inclusions and life of platinum parts. 
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TABLE  7 

,   'a   RELCrt 
J2 

FSTIMATED PQ^'S BELOW WHICH Pt FAILURE IS EXPECTED 1 
I FROM THE VARIOUS GLASS CONSTITUENTS OF COMPOSITION ir,   IN TABLEjft 

I 
Element o2 

-11     -13 
Si 10   to 10   dtm. 

Li 10'  atm. 

-21 
Ca 10   atm. 
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^•7    SUMMARY 

1. Both theoretical considerations and a change In the PQ during 

the melting history of the samples used in the Battelle study Indicate 

that the partial pressure of oxygen is an important parameter to control. 

2. An extensive literature search has been compiled on the activities 

of metals in platinum and on the activities of oxides in glass. 

3. Using various theoretical models, the thermodynamic activities 

of metals in platinum and of oxides in laser p,lass cannot be estimated 

within two orders of magnitude. 

4. A technique was developed which enables the simultaneous determi- 

nation of the activities of several oxides in a glass composition and 

the activities of corresponding metals in solution of one ?f the more 

precious metals, such as Ft, Pd, Rh, and Ir. 

5. The thermodynamic activities of Llj,0, CaO, Al^O,,, and Si09,  have 

been determined in a Ll,0-CaO-SiO?-Nd?0, laser glass at 3 PQ 'S. 

The activities of the corresponding metals in platinum have also been 

determined. 

6. It has experimentally been determined that the Li90-CaO-SiOa-Nd90, 

laser glass can be melted in platinum at an oxygen partial pressure of 

10"  atms. without crucible attack. Using the derived thermodynamic data 

-1 3 
it appears that oxygen partial pressures below 10   atm. would cause 

platinum crucible failure at 1700SK (2600oF). 
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APPENDIX I 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The following «r« additional references obtained aince the last 
report period. 0. Kubaschewaki provided aest of the references and 
the comenta given for aone of the references. 

The following symbols have been used: 

L latent heat of fusion of A, e electronegativity of A 
A A 

4 phase diagram study, 

* data which have new been superseded, 

x data already incorporated in "Metallurgical Thermochemistry", 
Kubaschewski, 0. and Evans, E.LL., Pergamon, London, 1958. 

xx data already incorporated in NPL-DCS.7 Report, November, 1970 
(two copies enclosed). 

x  solid state 

( } liquid state 
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I 1.1. BINARY SYSTEMS 

11.1.25    Anderson, P.A.M., and Klepp«, O.J., Amer. J. Sei., 1969, 267, 285: 
AH97 (formation), illllaanlte by tolution in 2PbO.B203. Data in 

. this paper supersedes soae data from the previous one. 

' 1.1.26    Arlyuk, B.I., Zhur. prikl. khtn., 1966, 39, 1196: 
<Nl|QMtie|) •  \ CaO-Al203 )  calculation ot V (fusion). 

1.1.27 Baird, J.D., and Taylor, J., Trans. Far. Soc, 1958, W, 526: 
Ca0-Si02, /C fro« Si02 + C equilibriu«, lASO-lSSO'C, N    - 

0.434-0.660, a^^ 

1.1.28 Barany, R., King,  E.G.,  and Todd,  S.S.,  J.  Amer.  Chem.  Soc,   1957, 
79,  3639: Ba and Sr silicates,   W,™  (formation) .(solution in HF). 

1.1.29 Bens, R.,  and Schmalzried,  H.,  Z Phys.  Chem., N F.,   1961,   29,  77: 
<PbO-S102>   ,  640eC,  e.m.f., Npb0- 0.50-0.80.   ^0   (formation), 

< PbS103^    , v Pb2Si04> , v PbASi06N . 

1.1.30 Benz, R.  and Wagner, C, J.  Phys. Chem.,   1961,  65,   1308: 
s^ Ca2S104-Ca3Si207> ,  x CajSljOy-CaSiOß^  ,      CaSi03-S102 > , 

e.m.f.,  700oC,   IC,   K^. 

1.1.31 Blllhardt, H.W., Giastech. Ber., 1969, 42, 498: 
Pb0-Si02. 

1.1.32 Blackburn, P.E., Buchler A., and Stauffer, J.L.. J. Phys. Chem., 1966, 
70, 2469: Knudscn effusion and weight los*? or taaae spectrometry fG" 
(formation) 1250eC (Al^IgO^ > ,  «G0 (formation) IWO'C  ^l^l^jN 

1.1.33 x Bonnlksen, K.R., J. Phys. Chem., 1955, 59. 220: 
xx Cp (298-18C8K), calcium and magnesium alunlnates. 

1.1.34 Burylev, B.P., Vasllev, V.V., and Borovick, 0.1., Zhur.Fiz.Khim., 
1969, 43, 3057: Calculation of fG"   (formation) for binary liquid 
mixtures of Ti02 + CaO, MgO, FeO, A^O^ or SlOg. 

1.1.35 Callow, R.J., Trans. Far, Soc, 1951, 37. 370: 
fPbO-S^l , «pbO' *si0 *  1375K derived froa volatilization data at 

1173-1473K, NFb0- 0.4-1.0, NS10 - 0.2-0.9. 

1.1.36 Carter, P.T., and Macfarlane, T.G., J. Iron and Steel Inst., 1957, 
185, 54: 
[CaD-A^Oj] slags, sulphur equilibration at 1500*0, acaQ, a.. Q . 
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I 
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i.1.37 Carter,  P.T.,  and Macfarlane, T.G.,  J.  Iron and Steel Inst,,   1957, 
185,  62:    Gas equilibrium CO-C02-S02 mixture at  1500SC with CaO-SiC^ 
slags,  activities  tabulated. 

.1.1.38 Charette, G.G.,  andFlengas,  S.M., Can. Met. Quart.,   1968,  7,   191: 
fpbO-SlOjl,  720-1100^,  e.a.f.,  apb0,  Npbe - 0.40-0.85,   (secand  law 
heats and entropies). 

1.1.39 Cooper, A.C., Kay,  D.A.R.,  and Taylor,  J., Trans.  Brit. Cera«.  Sec, 
1961,  60,  124:      {Al203-Si02l  ,   fG'   (formation),  1400-1600,C, 
equilibrium study using the reaction lAljO^SiOj 4- 60 - 3 AI2O3 + 
2SoC - 4C0. 

1.1.40 xx Coughlin,  J.P.,  J.  Amer. Chem.  Soc.,   1956,  78,  5479: 
>   . / 12CaO  7A1,0^% .   / 3CoO.AlMn. \ 

solution calorimetry in HC1. 
AH',298  (formation)*  CaO.Al2O3 >   , ,; 12Ca0.7Al203 > , y SCaO.A^Oj 

1.1.41 Coughlin, J.?., and O'Brien, C.J.O., J.  Phys. Chem.,  1957,  61,  767: 
Heat contents  Y-Ca2Si04  (298-1113K);   P-Ca2Si04  (298-1816K). 

1.1.42 x Coughlin, J.P.,  and Orr, R.L., J. Amer. Chem.  Soc.   ,  1953,  75,  530: 
xx meta and orthotitanates of barium and strontium; Cp (298-1800K). 

1.1.43 Darken, L.S.,  and Gurry, R.W., "Physical Chemistry of Metals", 
McGraw-Hill, New York,  1963,  340: 
Calculated integral Gibbs energy of mixing for   fCaOl and   {SIQ^} at 1600oC. 

1.1.44 4   De Vries, R.C., Roy, R., and Osborn, E.F., Trans. British Ceram.  Soc. 
1954,   53,   525:  TU^-SiOj. 

I. .45 * Flncham, C.J.B., and Richardson, F.D., Proc. Roy. Soc, 1954, A223, 40: 
taO-Al^l, Gas equilibration at 1350-1650*C, using H2/C02/S02> 
£•   (fomation). 

1.1.46 * Flood, H., and Knapp, WnJ., J. Amer. Ceram. Soc, 1957, 40, 206: 
estimate of Gibbs energies of formation for silicates. 

1.1.47 Fyffe, W.S., Amer. J. Sei., 1969, 267, 291: 
andalusite-sillimanite transition, general discussion of AI2SIO5 
polymorphism. 

1.1.48 Grebenshlkov, R.G., and Toropov, N.A., Izv. Akad. Nauk, SSSR, Otdel 
khim. Nauk, 1962, (4), 545: 

Ba0-S102. 

1.1.49 * Haskell and De Vrles, R.C., J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 1964, 47, 202: 
estimate of Gibbs energy of formation of kyanite. 
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1.1.50 Ho H., and Yunagasc, T., Tran«, Japanese Inst. Metals, 1960, 1 (2),115: 
fPbO-SiOj} , 800-1150oC, NS102 - 0.30-0.55, •.«.«., «S102. «p"^- 

1.1.51 * Kola, J.L., and Kleppa, O.J., Inarg. Che«. 1966, 5, 698; Aaer. Mineral, 
1966, 51, 1608; J. Phys. Che»., 1966, ]0,   1690: 
m' 968 (fanatlan) kyanlte, andaluslte,  sllllaanlce and miUlt« by 

1.1.52 

1.1.53 

1.1.54 

solutlan In ? rad and cadmium berates. 

Humnel, C,  and Schwiete,  H.E., Glastechn.  ttez..   1959,  32, 413: 
x'Na2Slö7) , heat ef farmatlan, N,,, o - 0-0.50,   (salutlar In HF at 25*0) 

K^lley, K.K., U.S.  Bureau Mines Repert Investiffitlon,   1961, No.   5901: 
Ca(l-Si02. 

King, E.G., J.  Amer. Chem,   Soc,  1957,   79,   5437: 
< Ca2Si04/ ,xCa3Si07 ' ,    CaMgSl20(. CaAUSi-jO 2t-'8 Cp(51-298K) 

1.1.55 x King, E.G., J. Phys. Chem., 1955, 59, 218: 
xx Cp (51-298K), crystalline calcium and magnesium cluminates. 

1.1.56 

1.1.57 

1.1.58 

I.1.5i 

King, E.G., J.  Amer. Chem.  Sec.,   1951,  Tl,  656;   1952,  74,  4446: 
fi-Ca2Si0^, Ca3Si05,   AH0298  (formation),  alsoMnSiOj,  FejSlO^    and 
Zn2S104,  (solution in HP). 

Kitayama, K.,  and Katsura, T., Bull. Chem.  Soc.   Japan,  1968,  41,   525: 
^Ge   (formation),   1300oC.,  Fe2Si04, quenching ai melts of FeO ♦ Si02 

in C02-H2. 

Köhler, M.F., Barany, R.  and Kelley, K.K., U.S.  Bureau Mines Rep. 
Investigation,  1961, No.   5711: vCaO-Al203. > 

Kozufca,  Z., and Samls, C.S., Met. Trans.,   197C.   1,  871: 
fPbO-Si02}  ,  900-1000oC,   e.m.f.,  a. PbO' S10, , N SIO. 0>0.625. 

1.1.60 4   Kube, T., and Shinriki, J. Chem. See. Japan, Ind. Chem. Section 1951, 
54, 268: Ba)-Ti02. 

1.1.61 Larson, H., and Chlpman, J., Trans. Met. Soc, AIME,   1953,  197,  1089: 
Oxygen activity by C0-C02 equilibration at  ISSO'C   for one lime-silica slag. 

1.1.62 Matsushita, Y.,  and Goto, K. , Tetsu To Hagane Overseas,  1964,  4,   (2)?128: 
fPb0-Sl021 , 800-1100oC,  oxygen pressure measured In an e.a.f.  concen- 
tration cell, and activities, Gibbs energy, heat and entropies of mixing 
are shown graphically. 

1.1.63 Orr, R.L.» J. Amer. Che«. Soc,  1953, 25,   528: 
heat content, Fe2S10.,   298-1800K. 
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1.1.64 Ostvold, T.,  and Kleppa, O.J.,  Inarg    Chem.,   1969,  8,   rl ]  ,  78: 
rPbO-Si021  ,   '*I1173  (formation), NS10    ■ 0.205-0.495, partial heats 

also determined and combined with activity data to give entropies. 

1.1.65 Fankratz, L.B., and Kelley, K.K., U.S. Bur. Mines Kept.  Invest., 
1964,  Ho.   6370: 
high temperature heat  contents and entropies of andalusite, kyanite 
and   sillimanlte. 

1.1.66 Pearce, M.L., J.  Amer.  Ceram.  Soc,  1965,  48,  611: 
[Na20-Si02l ,   ^*2 0-B20.}  ,  calculation of oxygen ion activities in 

sodium silicate and sadium borate melts. 

1.1.67 Pearce, M.L., J. Amer. Ceram.  Soc,   1965,  48,   175: 
rNa'ü-B203^ oxygen ion activity in sodium borate melts, equilibration 

of melts containing 38.8, 45.4, 49.7,  54.0, wt.% Ma20 with CO2 «t 
1  atmosphere. 

1.1.68 Pankratz, L.B., Weller, W.W. ,  and Kelley, K.K.,  U.S.  Bur. Mines Kept. 
Invest.,   1963, No.   6287: 
low temperature heat capacity and high temperature heat content of mullite. 

1.1.69 Richardson, S.W., Bell, P.M., and Gilbert, M.C., Amer. J. Sei., 1968, 
266,  513: 
"kyanite-slllimanite equilibrium,  700-1500oC. 

1.1.70 xx Richardson,  F.D., Joffes, J.H.E.,  and UirSers    C   ,   J.  Iron and Stiel 
Inst.,   1950,  166,   213: 
tß"   (formation) CaSiO^, Ca-jAl^ (298R); a so 

Al2SiO5(29801600),  BaSi03   (29801600), FeAl^   (1.100-1400), 
Na2Si03  (298-1361K). 

1.1.71 ^    Ricker, R.W., and Hummel,  F.A.,  J.Amer. Ceram.  Soc,   1951,  34,  271: 
TlOj-SiOj. 

1.1.72 x    Roth, W.A,,  and Troitisch,  H. ,  Z.  anorg.   allgem.  Chem.,   1949,  260,  337: 
AH*     8  (formation) Fe.SiO   ,   solution in HF. 

'.1.73    t    Scholze,  H.,  Z. anorg.  allg. Chem.,  1956, 2S4.  2/2: 

1.1.74 Schuhmann, R,, and Enaio, P.J., J. Metals,  1951, 401: 
(FeO-SlOj nag activities included). 

1.1.75 Segnlt, E.R., and Gelb, T., Proc. VIIIth Conference Experimental 
Tech. Mineralogy and Petrology, Novosibirsk,  1968: 
BaO-Si02. 
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1.1.76 Sharma, R.A., and Richardson, F.D., J.  Iren and Steel Inst.   1961, 
198.  386: 
rCaO-Al203">  , Gas equilibration at  1500oC  using C02/H2/S02,NCa0 - 

0.58-0.71,  «cgQ'  'Al 0 •    This paper supersedes the previous one. 

1.1.77 Sharma, R.A., and Richardson, F.D., J.  Iron and Steel Inst.   1962, 
200.  373: 
CaS  solubility in   rCaO-Si02l  ,   ISOO^,  NCa0 »  U.366-0.577, AG,   tßCli0. 

1.1.78 Shibanov,  E.V.,  and Chukhlantsev, V.G.,  Russian J.  Phys.  Chem., 
1970, 44,   (7),   1003: 
Calculated   ^•298  (formation):  Li^iO^,  Li^SiO^, K2Si03, K2SiO205, 

Na2Si03, Na2Si205, CaSlOß, Ca2SiOA,  SrSi03,  Sr2S10^,  BaSiOj, Ba2S104 

1.1.79 Sridhar, R.,  and Jeffes, J.H.E., Trans.  Inst. Mln.  Met.,   1967,  076,  44: 
rpbO-Si02T  ,  e.m.f.,  900-1080'C. 

1.1.80 4   Statton, W.O., J.  Chem.  Phys.,   1951, jL9,   33: 
BsO-T102. 

1.1.81 x    Stevens, CO.,  and TurkdoRan,  E.I., Trans.   Far.  Soc. ,   1955,   SI,   356: 
Heat of  formation of sodium disilicate  (solaUon In HF at  250C). 

1.1.82 xx   Taylor, R.W.,  and Schmalrried,  H.,  J.   Phys.  Chem.,   1964,  68,   2444: 
fG0   (formation),     FejSlO^    also    CaTiO,     and    SiTlü,     . 

II 

1.1.83 Tarek El Gammal  and H.H.  Hohle, Arch.  Elsanhuttenv.,   1970,  41,   523: 
actitivy of sulphur in line-silica  slags  at   15( )'C. 

1.1.84 xx    Todd,  S.S.,   and Lorenson,  R.E.,  J.  Atner.  Chetn.   Soc.,   1952,   74,   2043: 
metatitanates of barium and strontium,  Cp  (51-298.16K). 

1.1.85 x    Todd, S.S.,  and Lorenson, R.E.,  J.  Amer.  ihes..  Sue.,   1952,   74,   3764: 
xx    orthotitanates of barium and etrontium,  Cp  (51-309K). 

1.1.86 Todd, S.S., J.  Amer. Chem,  Sec.   1950,   72,   4742: 
andalusite, kyanite and slllimanite, Cp ('3't-.?98, ] bK), s0   29g. 

'.1.87    x    Todd,  S.S.,  J.  Amer.  Chem.  Soc.,   1951,   73,   3277; 
B-Ca2Si04,   Zn2Si04, Cp (51-298K). 

1.1.88 Torgeson, D.R.,  and Sahama, Th.G., J.  Amer.  Chen.  Soc,  1948,   70,  2156: 
CaSiO.,   /«•2og  (formation) by HP solution c«loria«|f^, 

1.1.89 Tripp,  H.P.,  and King, B.W., J.  Amer.  Ceram.   Sec,  1955,   38,  432: 
fG*   (formation),  O-WOO'C, Fe2Si04, FeSlO-j, FeA^O^, CajFejO-, CaSlOj, 

BaSiOj, Ca2Si04, CaB204, CaB407,  Al2Slü4, CaB20r,,  Na2Si03, 
C,3B206' K2Sl03- 
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I 1,1.90 Waldbaum, D.R., Amer. Mineral.,  1965,   50,   18(': 
Re-evaluatlon of heats and Gibba energies  of  formation for mullite, 
andaluslte,  kyanlte and  slllimanite. 

I 1.1.91 Welch, J.H.  and Gutt, W., J. Aner. Ceram.  Soc.,  1959, 42,  11: 
Tricalclum silicate and its stability within  the systen CaO-SlO^ 
(high temperature microscopy). 

.1.92 Wygant, J.F.,  and Kingery, W.D., Bull.  Ajner.  Ceram.  Soc,  1952,21,  386: 
"Thermodynamics in Ceramics", VI Summary, bibliography and sources of data, 
Al2SiO  , Ca3B20  , Ca2B20  , CaB^, CaB^, CaSiOj, PeSlOj, FejSiC^, 

FeTi03, PbSi03,
6pb2Si04. 
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1.2. TERNARY  SYSTEMS 

1.2.20 Elliott, J.F., J. MetalB,   1955,   7,   (3),  A85: 
calculation of activities in binary and ternary systems, 
Ca0-Fe0-Si02. 

1.2.21 ^    Eremin, N.I.,  Egereva, A.I., Dmitrieva, A.M.,  and Furfarova, 
I.B.,  Zhur.  Prikl. Khin,   1970,  A3,   (I).   I8t 
CaO-Ti02-Si02 «l»o CeO.SiOj + Na20, FejO-, MRO  or AljO,. 

K2.22 Fulton, C,  and Chipman, J., Trans. Met.  Soc. A1ME,   1954,   200,   1136: 
aSiO    in   fCaO-Al 0  -SIO   }  ,   1425-1700,,C,  eqrilibratlon with CO. 

1.2.23 i    Gerth, K.,  and Rehfeld,  Silattechnik Deutsche,   1969,   20 (7),   22: 
BaO-B203-S102. 

1.2.24 Hlabse, T., and Kleppa, O.J., American Mineral, 1968, ^3, 1281: 
albite-Jadeite, Ml   (transition), caloriroetrv in liquid 2pbO.B,0~. 

964 2 -J 
Na-O-AljO^-SiOj system ; 

1.2.25 4    Holland, A.E., and Segnit, E.R. , Australian J. Chen., 1966, ^9, 905: 
Na^O-ZnD-SiOp. 

1.2.26 

1.2.27 

1.2.28 

Holm, J.L., and Kleppa, O.J., American Miner., 1968, J3, 123: 
high temperature albite-low temperature albite, SL_, (transition). 

973 
solution calorimctry in lead-cadmium-borate,   also heat content of 
"high albite" at 700oC.  x Na O-Al 0  -SiO^     . 

Kay, D.A.R.,  and Taylor,  J.,  J.  Iron Steel Inst   ,   1963,   201»   67: 

including isoactivity curves  for St  in   [CaO-Al i'    biO   1 at  1500*0. 

Kelley, K., Todd,  S.S., Orr, R.L.,  KinR,  E.G.,   and öonnickson, U.S. 
Bur. Mines Report Invest.,   1953, No.   4955,  "Thenr-odynamic properties 
of sodium aluminum and potassium aluminium silicates". 

1.2.29 Knapp, W.J.,  and Flood,  H., J.  Amer.  Ceram.  lee.   1937,  40,   262: 
Using the  liquidus  lines  from the phase dlagraTs.   expresbions  far 
the activities as  functions of composition are developed  from 
structural models of the melts. 

C*3(B03)2  " Ca2Sl04 
C.3(B03)2 - CaS103 

C.2B205 • 

C.(B02)2 

Ca^SlO, 2      4 

- CaSlO* 

Ca B^O    - CaSlO, 

berate 0.86-1.00,   l428-14iT>e. 

Nw      .     - 0.33-1.0,     1]85-1482,C. berate 
N 

N 

O.Üb-l.L'.   ]175-1540'C. 
,240-1312eC. 

- 0.78-1.00,     1050-1162,C. 

silicate 
.  n      -    8.01-1.00 
l2U5 

berate 
H - 0.33-1.0   ,   i095-1540,C. 
stlicate 

berate 0.75-1.00.    ino-nuv:, 

silicate - 0.34-1.00.   1195-1540,C. 
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1.2.30 Kalyanram, M.R., Macfarlane, T.G.,  and Bell,  K.B., J.  Iron Steel 
Inst.,  1960,  195,  58: 
aCaQ;   1500oC.,   sulphur equlllbratlen between 0O-C0.-S0. and slags 

at ISOO-C.   fer CaO-MgO-SiO-, CaO-Al.Oj-SlO,. 

1.2.31 4   Koppen, N. and Dietzel, A., Naturwissenschaften, 1969, (9), 460: 
BaO-T102-Si02. 

1.2.32 Langenberg, F.C.,  and Chlpman, J., Trans. Met.  Soc, A1ME,   1959, 
215,  958: 
*S10    in   fCaO-A12ü3"sl02' •  1600Oc»  1700*0.,  equilibration with 

co' ^sio2 - 
0-0-237- 

1.2.33 4   Laagenberg, P.C.,  and Chlpnan,  J.,  J.  Amer.  Ceram.  Soc,   1956,39,  432: 
CaO-Al 03-S10  . 

1.2.34 ^   Nurse, N.W.,  and Mldgley, J. Iron Steel Inst.,   1953,  17U,  121: 
Na20 or K20 + A120- + S102 + CaO. 

1.2.35 4    Prince,  A.T., J.  Amer. Ceram. Soc,  1954,  17,  40?.: 
CaO-Al203-Si02. 

1.2.36 Richardson, F.D.,  Jeff-a, J.H.E.,  and Withers,  G., J.  Iron Steel 
Inst.,   1950, JJ56,  213: 
OH* (formation)  2Ca0.Al20  .SiO     . 

'i.2.37    4    Roy, R.,  Roy, D.M.,  and Osbom,  E.F.,  J,   Amer    Ceram,  Soc,   1950, 
33,  152: 
Li20-Al203-Si02. 

1.2.38 4    Segnit,  E.R.,  and Holland, A.E., Australian J. CUein..  1970,  23,   (6)   1077: 
Ba0-Zn0-S102. 

1.2.39 Tarasov, V.V., Turdakin, V.A., Yunitskli, G.A., and Zhdanov, V.M., 
Zhur. FU. Khim.,   1967, 41, 430: 
Cp,  (55-295K),< Na20-B203-Si02^   . 

1.2.40 Toop, G.W.,  and Saals, C.S., Trans. Met.   Soc.  AIME,   1962,   224,  878: 
calculation of activities at 1600*0  for Ffr+-+, C»H-, 0" in 
fC«0-Fe0-S10   }. 

1.2.41 Turkdogan, E.T. , Grievesen and Beisler, J.F., Trans. Met. Soc AIME, 
1963, 227,  1258: 
asi0    In 501 BaO-151 CaO-351 S102    at  1AOO-I600"r,   from quilibrium 

silicon distribution ratio between slag and graphite saturated iron. 

1.2.42 Waldbaum. J., Amer. Ceram. Soc.  1968.  51» W» 
KAISi 0   , NaAISi 0   .   t» (fusion), HP solution calorimetry at 497*0., 

also enthalpies of transition. 
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1.3.  QUATERNARY SYSTtMS 

1.3.8 Tlmucln, M., and Morris, A.E., Met. Tr«ns.   1970,   1,  3193: 
1450 and 1550oC,  p      . 10-11  -1 atmosphere equilibration 

02 
activities for 0,  3,  10,  20 and 30 wt.% SiO. sections. 

1.3.9 Timucin, M., Dissertation Abstracts,   1969,   303,   (b),   2215: 
"Phase equilibria and theraodynamic studies of ehe  system 
CaO-Pe0-Pe 0,-SiO 

2 3        2 
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2.     PLATIWUM  SYSTEMS 

Ll-Pt; Na-Pt;  K-Pt 

Mg-Pt; Ca-Pt;  Sr-Pt; Ba-Pt 

Ce-Pt; Nd-Pt 
See Ref.   3.1.37 in the Semi-Annual Report. Jan.   1,  1971. 

B-Pt; Al-Pt;  Sl-Pt 

Ferro, R., Capelll, R., Barteae, A., and Centlnea, G., Attl. 
Accad. Naz., Llncei Rend, C.I., Scl-Fia. Mat. Natur., 1968, 
45, 54: 
A», (fermatian), (573-673K),/ Al-Pt> . 

See Re£. 3.1.12 in the Semi-Annual Report, Jan. 1, 1971. 

Fe-Pt 

Zn-Pt; Ps-Pt; As-Pt; Sb-Pt 

Jena, A.K., and Bever, M.B., Trana. Met. Soc. AIME, 1967, 239, 1861: 
Heata of solution at infinite dilution of AR, AU and Pt in liquid 
Pb at 623K. 

2.6.7 Otopkov, P.P., Gerasimov, Ya.I., and Evseev, A.M., Proc. Acad. Sei., 
U.S.S.R., Phys. Che«. Section, 1961, p. 839; 
{Pt-Pb} , v.p.Pb (973-1148K), Npt - 0.00-0.89, 

1.6.8 Schwerdtfeger, K., Trans. Met. Soc. AIME, 1966, 236, 32: 
fPt-Pb} , e.m.f., 1073-1473K, Npt - 0.12-0.70. «_,_. 

2.6.9 Schwerdtfeger, K., and Zwell, L., Trans. Met. Soc. AIME, 1968, 
242, 631: 
Rh-Fe > .,/'IR-Fe ") , CO-CO2 equilibrium at 12000C. 

2.6.10 Kubaschewski, 0., "The thermodynamic stability of metallic phases", 
Battelle Colloquium, Geneva, 1966, McGraw-Hill, 1967, p. 63: 
Includes methods of estimation - for example en« type of equilibrium 
diagram formed and therefore the heats of farmacion of a given alloy, 
using the size and electronegativity of the compenenta. 
For the apecific casaa of alloya of platinum with the alkali metals 

or alkaline earth metals, Che (LA-LB)A (^A^B) 
teril> i8 rather nagaiive 

but is compensated by a rather positive electronegativity tax« 
(«X"*B^» vblch aakes the application of the method of eatimatlon 

rather uncertain. However, it appears that «t leaat some of these 
systems are likely to form large miscibility gaps, even in the liquid 
state, indicating substantial positive excess Gibbs energies. 
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3.1    GENERAL REFERENCES 

3.1.40 Kelley, K.K., U.S. Bureau of Mines, Report Invest. No.  5901,   1962: 
AH*298 M82S104' c*2Si04, Sr2Si04, B«2S104t  Fe2SiOA, LijSlOj, 

Na Si03, MgS103)  CaSiOj, PbS103, Li2Sl20, K2Si05, BaSl205, 

K20.4S102,  3CaO.Si02,  3Ca0.2S102,  2Ba0.3SiO2, K2O..*l203.3SlO2, 

CaO.Al203.2S102. 

3.1.41 Klrkbrlde, B.J., "The heats of formation of crystalline compounds 
and of glasses at 250C"., Pllklngton Bros. Ltd., Ormsklrk, Lanes, 
England.    Information Report No.  I.R.   25,  January,  1967: 
SID    + LI 0, Na20,  Rb20, CSjO, MgO, CaO, Al 03 and ternary systems. 

3.1.42 Knapp, W.J., and Van Vorst, W.D., J. Amer. Oram. Soc., 1951, 34, 384; 
Sememplrlcal methods for estimating the entropies of oxides, silicates 
and tltanateo;  prediction of reaction equilibria. 

3.1.43 Kubaschewskl, 0., Evans,  E.LI.,  and Alcock, C.B   ,  "Metallurgical 
Thermochemistry",  4th Edition, Pergamon, Londoi,     1467;  also most  recent 
values of data in the Japanese Edition,   1963. 

3.1.44 Kubaschewskl, 0., "The thermodynamic properrlt,  «t double oxides", 
National Physical Laboratory DCS Report  7,  N«v«obrr,   1970,   (excluding 
310    systems). 

3.1.45 Kubaschewskl, 0., "The thermodynamic  Btabtll'v  „.. ruetallic  phases", 
Battelle Colloquium,  Geneva,   1966, Meßraw-Hill,   L967,  p.   63; 

3.1.46 Levin,  E.M.,  Bobbins, C.R.,  and McMurdie,  H.F.,  "Phase diagrams  for 
ceramists",  published by The American Ceramic  Society,  1964;     also 
E.M. Levin,  H.F. McMurdie and F.F.  Hall,   1956:     F, M1". Levin and H.F. 
McMurdie,  1959. 

3.1.47 Matveev, G.M.,  Rudon, B.L.,  and Shorshoiav, M.Kh.,  Fiz. Khlm.  Obrat. 
Mater.     1969,  6,  94: 
Calculation of the Gibbs energy oi   formation  st   LO00 and 1600K  for 
silicates of LI, Na, Mg,  Fe, Mn. 

\1.48 Mott, B.W., "Liquid Immiscibility In Metal  Svgt-aBs" ,  Philosophical 
Mag.   (8th Series)   2,   (Feb.,  1957). 

3.1.49 Richardson, F.D.,  and Joffes, J.H.E.,  J.  Iran and Steel Inst.,   1948, 
JL60,  261.    Crlclcal  evaluation. 

3.1.50 Seward, T.P., III, "Phase Diagrams",  1970,  Vol.   I., Academic Press, 
N.Y.,  298: 
"Metastable diagrams and their application to glass forming 
ceramic systems". 
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I THERMO DYNAMIC INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERACTION' 
OK A LITHIA LASER CLASS WITH PLATINUM 

C. A. Alexander, J. S. Ogdetl, and W. M. Pardue 

BATTELLE 
Columbus Laboratories 

July 22, 1971 

PRODUCTION 

In attempting to produce laser glass of the highest purity, one wishes 

to keep metallic inclusions to a minimum or to eliminate them altogether.  The 

interaction o£ platinum and molten glass may occur by a number of mechanical and 

chemical processes.  The present study was directed at obtaining sufficient infor- 

mation to attempt to optimize the melting process so that inclusions could be 

min Ltnlzed. 

The most likely mechanism by which platinum can he dissolved in glass can 

be envisioned as one whereby oxygen reacts with the platinum to form gaseous 

platinum oxide, which is then dissolved by the glass.  One would expect the 

platinum concentration in the glass to vary directly with the oxygon partial 

pressure over the glass melting tank.  As one lowers the oxygen pressure, however, 

tht chemical potential of silicon, lithium, calcium, and the minor metallic con- 

st it aents of the glass rise, and there develops a reaction potential for forming 

int(metallic compounds with the platinum. 

The primary goal of the present investigation was to determine this 

reaction potential between the metallic constituents of the glass and platinum at 

low, yet industrially realizable, oxygen partial pressures.  A limited effort was 

directed at determining the platinum content of the laser glass and its thcrmo- 

dynamlc activity in the glass. 

• 

Experimental 

This investigation of the chemical potential of the elemental constituents 

of laser glass was carried out using a mass spectrometrit approach.  The mass spec- 

trotnetcf has a great dynamic range and high sensitivity, which allows for the 

detection of small signals as each component vaporizes at different temperatures. 
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The observed intensities were much smaller than anticipated; tl is, it was 

imiiossible to conduct this investigation by an EMF technique or by a transpira- 

tion method. 

The initial experiment to determine platinum activity and content of the 

laser glass was conducted in a tungsten Knudsen cell.  The Interaction of the 

tungsten cell and the oxides of the glass produced many gaseous tungsten oxides 

and lungstates. 

The method of equilibrating a piece of platinum wire with the laser 

glass to determine the chemical potential of each constituent in the glass made 

it possible to carry out the investigation without the interaction of the oxide? 

The experimental approach was basically one of equilibrating the molten 

laser glass with platinum for a time long enough to insure that the chemical 

potential of each of the elements present was the same in the molten glass and 

in the platinum wire.  The. oxygen pressure was controlled by using a CO/CO« mix* 

lure during equilibration. 

The equilibration process was carried out in the molybdenum-wound 

resistance furnace of the transpiration apparatus shown in Figun 1.  The laser 

glass and the platinum wire were placed In a platinum boat In. idc a platinum 

liner, insuring that the laser glass had no contact with the alumina tube of the 

furnace.  The CO/CO mixture was introduced just above the platinum boat so that 

it did not come in contact with the alumina until after it ha,' passed over the 

sample.  The flow of CO and C0„ was controlled by separate flowmeters so that the 

CO/CCL ratio could be changed to vary the oxygen pressure. 

Three separate equilibration runs were made in this apparatus.  Pressures 

of 10  atm, 10  atm, and 10   atm 0 were chosen for equilibration of the 

las( r glass and the platinum v/ire.  A temperature of 2600 F (1700 K) was maintained 

for 168 hours at each 0„ pressure.  For the 10   atm 09 run, the C0/C0_ ratio was 

checked by mass spectrometer to ascertain that the Inlet-gas mixture was the same 

as tlie exit mixture.  This check was made to insure that the CO/CO« mixture v.^.s 

actually controlling the oxygen pressure, rather than a ilsproportlcnatlon reaction 

which might be giving off oxygen. 

After the equilibration, the sample was cooled and thi platinum was 

separated from the laser glass.  The platinum wire was then etched in HF solution 

for 2 hours to remove any glass particles.  The cleaned platinum wire was placed 
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in an outgassed BeO liner of a tungsten Knudsen cell, which was then placed in 

the Nuclide mass spectrometer where the intensities of the constituent ions were 

measured as a function of temperature.  (The constituent' atoms diffused into 

iii  i>latinum during equilibration.) 
e '     i 

The Nuclide mass spectrometer is a 90 magnetic-soctor type with the 

hi^'h-temperature furnace positioned so  that the vaporizing beam is perpendicular ,. 

to the ionizing beam.  The mass spectrometer is equipped with a shutter between 

the Knudsen cell region and the ion source.  This shutter, which is normally open, 

is  used to interrupt the vaporizing beam.  If the signal ceases or decreases 

whv'n the shutter is closed, then it is coming from the Knudsen cell and is not 

part of the background.  The observed intensities are transformed into vapor 

pressure by using the machine calibration constant and a correction for the ion- 

izatlotl cross section relative to silver.  Cross sections as  tabulated by Mann 
(2) ' ''    ' 

01 Drowart   were utilized in this study.  The calibration constant is deter- 

mined by completely vaporizing a known quantity of silver from the Knudsen cell. 

The integrated signal obtained from the measured intensity and time at tempera- 

ture is the constant.  The machine calibration constant for these experiir.ent& was , 
-15 o 

1.0 x 10   atm/mv dlv/ K. The vapor pressure of the platinum also was a check on 

the machine calibration. 
, i 

Figure 2 shows the vapor pressure of the platimi'i calculated by use/of . 
-15 e 

the calibration constant of 1.0 x 10   atm/mv div/ K and the relative ionization 

oss sections of the elements calculated by Mann 
(1) 

The solid line is vapor- 

pressure data taken from Hultgren  , and the vapor-p'ressnro points froth the mass 

spectrometer data are represented by X's. '     i 

iults 

From the experiment with the laser glass in the jüngsten coll, it is   ' 

.•oncluded that the laser glass contained 0.'6 ppma platinum and that the activity 

of platinum in the glass is about 10  at 1700 K,  One woulld oxpeqt some reaction 

between the tungsten Knudsen cell and the platinum, leading Co solid-solution    l 
-3     ' 

formation even at an activity of 10  ,  However, if one assumes a diffusion rate 
-7  2 ,,   : '      '      ' ' 

of 10  cm /sec for platinum in tungsten, one coiKpludcs that the surface of the 

cell would rapidly come'to equilibr'ium with the platinum gas at its reduced activity 
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and   tii.n   only  a   s^all   Cractioo  of   the  plalimnn would  react  with   the   tungsten. 

'■    i     considered   that   thj 0.6  ppras   is accurate  to 0.6 + 0.2,   -0.0,  based on  the 

integration *Bd  the shove  cimsiderat ion of platinuni diffusion. 

Tlve   results  obtained   in  the equilibration  r.tuc'.v arc  sunsnarised   in Table 

ie  data   in   I'able   1   air   the  activities   of   the metal   in   th«,   ,•  at inunv except 

;    i    ihol     •!   a Iriiiinri,   and   the  activity   of   the  oxide   in  the  glass  at   1700 R.     Ttie 

activity  of  alumintnn  in  plaiinum aid   the activity of   the Al.O     in  the  glass at   the 

JM i 1 M>r.it i on  oxyget)  pressure  are   reported  at  2300 K because  aluninum was not 

table  below 2 100 K   in  the   10"     atui 0    and  the   10"     atn 0     runs.     The activity 
i 

oi     .<  and CaO an- not reported for the 10  atm 0 experiments because of a 
-8 

alciura contfihtJtion from the HeO liner of the Knudsen cell.  The 10  atm 0 

• .. i^'i calcittn is probably a little hiph for the same reason. 

Table 2 Lists the amounts of  silicon, lithium, aluiTiinum and calcium 

diffused into the plaiinum duriiu; equilibration.  The quantitiet v.rere 

h lated from the intensity of the mass spectrometer signal and the length of 

1 it the signal lasted, similar to the method used for the i 13 .'er calibration, 

Sodium, potassium, iron, cerium, and neodymium were not Jetected during 

■ ••;>. t iinoni t,  although these elements could be observed In nn experiment 

ili the major constituents were ignored.  The problem with the small concen- 

ins is that, while measurements were being made on the major components, 

inor components vaporized completely and were not detected.  Fhe activities 

ill  lithium, aluminum, and calcium were determined direct )v from the relation 

ä - 4   . (i) 
p 

c 
i . activity! f  was measured pressure in the mass ■; .. ;   l>.i, and P  is 

i  ! • Lum pressure for,pure component.  The activity of the silicon was dctcr- 

from Bquations (2) and (3) because the silicon vaporised from the LeO cell 

i 

\\-0.   , + Si,.   .. - SiO, , + He. . , (2) 
(c)    (m pt)     (gj    (g) 

t(0 is the crucible material, at unit activity, and the Be and SiO pressures 

wore measured.  Then the activity of the Si was calculated iron the known values. 
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TABLE   1.     ACTIVrntiS  OF COMPONENTS   IN T11K  PLATINUM AND CLASS  AT   1700  K 

CL   (Knudsen  Cell) 

Si 

0    (atni)   for F.quillbra) i m 

10 

10 
10 

6 x  10 -1A 

10 
-B 

10 
10 

8 x  1.0 

5.5  x  10 

12 

■12 

10 
-12 

3 A 10 
-10 

A   . 
10, 

I'l 
v 
11 

10 

0.3 

9 

0.28 

10 

0. 1 5 

2  >■.  10 

l.i,,0 

■'.'l   ill   2300 K 

10 11 10 -9 

2 x  10"7 M x  I0'6 

6  .:   10 
10 

i   ;  K !0 -5 

Al 0, 

I'L 

Ca 

at  2300 K 8 x  10 -2 
5 x  10 

2 x  10 
•10 

X  10 

9  x  10 11 

'. IO 
0   I 
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"TABLE 2.     CALCULATED ELEMENTAL PICKUP  IN PUriNUM 

)j   for Equilibrnii;M 

ffvm 

Si 

y 

Al 

Ca 

10 

13 

2 

5 

10 

31 

I 

6 

9 

10 

A8 

14 

22 

14 

-10 
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Si,.   . + 1/2 0,   " SiO (3) 

.•tii)n (3), the SIO and the 0 are incasiircd quant, it its and the activity of the 

Si It (.alculatcd.  Good agrccMiicnt was obtained lor the activity o! SI from Hqua- 

tions (2) and (3).  An indication of the maniior in which the computation was r.ade 

can be seen in Figure 3.  The oxygon pressure in the Knudsen cell was calculated 

usil g Lq jat ion (A) , 

wo2 + 1/2 o2 - v:o3 , (4) 

win ic \,'0 and WO- pressures were measured and the 0„ waa calcu] .;d.  At the 

higher UT.pcratures, the 0 pressure was a?so obtained directly Cron the shuttered 

peak and the calibration constant. 

The activities of SiO , l.i 0, A1„0 , and CaO wire calculated using the 

■*( :  ity of the metal, the equilibrating oxygen pressure , ai ' tl   quilibrium 
(4) 

i ' I ml tor the formation of the oxide from the JANAI    tablcf;.  in those cases 

the oxide was not listed in the JÄNAF tables the cial i for condensed oxides 

Lained from Couglilin   and for gaseous oxides from Brewer and Rosenblatt 

i exampl«, the '10   atm 0_ equilibration gives a silicoi activity of 3 x 10 

•. qui 1 ibrium constant for the reaction 

Si(c)+02 (g)-Si02 (c) (3) 

i i and log k - 5.IS x 10  , 
A„ ., 
S i 0 

k = ..    wt r  . (6) 
(Asi)S2

> 

bslitutlng into Kquation (6), 
Asi02 

5.15 x 1018 -   

(3 x 10-U,)(]0-10) 

Ac.ft • (5.15 x 1018)(3 x 10'10)(10'10) ■-   ]':  x in" 

Ac.n - 0.15 Si02 

£ 
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FIGURE  3.     ACTIVITY OF SILICON  COMPUTKO FROM THi;  REUTiON, 

o 
Si   (in pt) +  1/2  0     (K)   ■ SiO   (g),   for  the   10'     0    Equilibration 

i 
(Sec  following page) 
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The tree energy V«tuea used to derive the values in Table 1 are given in Table 3. 

Conclusions 

The data obtained and outlined in Tables 1 and 2 indie.Ur that platinum 

aui la.ir glass are still compatible at an oxygen pressure as low as 10   atmos- 

plu iv.  It had been hoped that Henry's law would apply to the very dilute solution 

of ileuents in platinuiii.  That such is not the case nay be seen from the data in 

Table A where, based on the previous data, the Henry's l.iw eonstftnt a = kX has 

been calculated.  In this expression, a is the activity taken from Table 1 and X 
o 

the atom fraction, derived from the concentration given in Table 2.  Had Henry's 

lau been obeyed, the data would have been much more amenahle to extrapolation and 

om might be able to predict at what oxygen potential the cnu'intration of silicon 

platinum would reach a level such as to cause structural damage to the platinum. 

[f, in noting 'he trend in the Henry's law constants with content rat ion, one 
-s     -4 

cousi lers that a value of the constant for silicon of between If  and 10  , say 
r 

x . ' ', might be a reasonable estimate for the magnitude of the constant when 

ll  i  .(iitration is 0.1 atom percent silicon in plalimm.  This would indicate 
-8 

: the silicon activity reached 3 x 10  , one could expect 1000 ppma of 

Ln the platinum.  Based on the silicon activities given in Table 1, one 
-8 -12 

ighl expect the silicon activity to be 3 >. 10  at an oxygen pressure of 10 

■! ispherej hence, it would appear that one might go to a pressure as low as this 

11 maintain the structural integrity of the platinum crucible.  Examination 

< ' tin platinum used in the equilibration studies showed no evidence of grain- 

. attack either visually or by electron probe, nor does the ^canning e-lcctron 

scope reveal any evidence which would indicate that a reaction of any extent 

( cei red. 

The evidence indicates that Henry's law does not apply to the platinum, 

obably does not apply to the glass; hence, there is a need fot more informa- 

before owe  can accurately predict the amount of plat mem one would expect in 

Liu glass due to nonmechanical effects.  There is evidence that atmosphere control 

should lead to a glass with a concentration of less than one part per billion, 

however.  This conclusion awaits experimental verification for, dlthoufh one can 

estimate the magnitude of the reaction involving solubility of the gaseous platinum 

oxidi , there is no certainty that this is the only reaction, nor that intrinsic 

solul iliiv will supply a finite amount of platinum to '■'•i:  glass. 
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TABLE 3.     FREE ENERGIES  Or FORMATION USED  IN THIS 
INVESTIGATION AND Till-  REFERENCE STATE 

Component -^C at   1700 K,   Kcaly      !• 

S102   (q) Wj.b 

SiO  (ß) 58.2 

U20  (1) 85.3 

A1203  (c) 270.6 

CaO  (c) 108.2 

BeO  (c) 103.3 

-AO"  ||  2000  K 

NdO (g) 62.3 

Nd203 (c) 264.0 

CeO (6) 48.1 

Cc02 (c) 142.1 

t I 
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TABLE 'k.     HENRY'S   I AW  CONSTANTS   FOR CONST IT Uli NTS   IN   PLATINU*! 

P 09   for Kquilibration 
-6 0 

Klcmotit 10 

Si 7  x 10-10 

Li 2  x 10"5 

Al Ox 10"3 

Ca 

' io-10 

2 x 30"8 9 x 10-7 

4 x 10'S 5 x IO"5 

3 x 10-2 7 x IO"2 

5 x lO"6 1 x IO"6 
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APPENDIX A 

Due  tu  the  vtiy   low values of activities  of  the constituent   elements  in 

''n-  uncertainties   in  tfte data are  somewhat higher  than tnighf   ordinarily be 

frota a aasa spectral   Investigation«    With the effusion cell geometry 

d  gaseous   spec its  could be  determined  if  their  partial  pressures were  10 

atni  oi   hii'.lur.     Keithef  N'dO nor CcO wore  observed at   2000 K,  and  from these values 

one  can  assign Mi  upper   limit   to  the activities  of neodyiuium and cerium hut  at 

2000  K  not   at   1700  K.     Based  on  observation  of A1„0     in  ttie giasa where  the 

ti    pcratutc  coefficient   oi   activity was   found   t.o he  quite   small  one might  expect 

that   the  uppet   limit  values  given at   2000  K mayhe  a  reasonable value  to use at 

! '■      ':'.   alaOi     In  deteftaining  best   values  more weight  was   given   to  the   10 

equilibration  run  for  those   reasons.     First,   there was more of  the  constituents 

in   the  platinum hence  signals were more   intense  and measun ■ loiiLd   could be  pcr- 

!   :   ied  over a  larger  temperature  ränget     The  second  reason  is  that  experience 

gained   in making  those  kind of deteraination«;  from the  first   two  runs  enabled a 

itetnatlc  approach   to be  taken   in  that   one  could  anticipate  at   v.'Iiat  temp- 

i •    ' to   look   for  the  various  species  and   little  time was  expended   in  going 

f riss   to mass   and   from  one   temperature   to  another.     The  third   factor   is 
1   possible  signal   contribution.-,   from  the  beryllia  liner were believed  to 

Lnated by  the  very  high   temporatores  outgassing prior  to  run   three.     There 

i;    little  doubt   the  calcia  observed   in  the early   runs  came   from  the  crucible and 

it possible  there was  a  small  c'utribution  of  silica also.     The  activity 

liven  reflect   the  precision  in  the mass  spectral  data but   do not  allow  for 

.;   evtalnty Inherent  in the rcferenee data from the JANA;   tabUs.    It is 

thai   for most   cases  uncertainties   in  reference'  dato  could   introduce  an 

ilnty  of  at   least   30  percent   in  the number  reported. 
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TABLE A-l.     RECOMMI-NDEI) VALUES   FOR ACTIVITIES   IN  UT1IIA 
LASER GLASS AT  1700 K 

Mole Fraction 
Component Activity in Glass 

Si02 

Li20 

CaO 

2 x 10"1 0.5() 

6 x IQ'10 

1 x 10"1 
0.28 

0.10 

A1203 
Ce02 

Nd203 

2 x 10'2 

< lO'4 

< 10"3 

0.02r) 

0.0016 

0.005 
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APPEMDIX III:    CALCULAT10« OF FA    MQUIKED 10» Pt FAILURE 

02 

[ The thcnMdyiuudc c«lculatl«na bcl«v Mtiaat« the P0 required fer 

?t uetel feilure la centect with the L1^0-Ca0-SiO2-Hd2O3 User gleet. 

Pt "feilure" cen be expressed £re« e cheateel point e£ view by Reection (1). 

Silicen is used es en exeaple. 

Si (Xjj in felled Pt) * 02 (ge.( i^)  - S102 (xf};'*^ gUM „Vn), 

T - ITOO'K EK (1) 

When these three pheses ere in equilibriiae et Che epprepriece aele frectiene 

end pertiel pressure, the Pt will heve "felled" by definition. 

Equlllbrlua occurs when the Glbb's free energy fer Reection (1) (^f ) Is sere. 
— \\' 

*•!¥• + RT In A8U" S102        - 0 Eq. II-l 

«V?  <»o2) 
The P0 required for 9 < 0  is desired.  £• - (#• (SiOJ» - -137,931 

cel/aole et 1700aK (2600*F). 

For glees composition #5. 411** " 0•593 •,,d the ^lO** h*, b*MI 
2 2 

experlaentelly detexnlned; because "failure" was not observed ebove P.    ■ 
»2 

-10 cless 
TO       etn., let A6 Ä     - 0.15 for the calculetlon.    The nol* fractions 

SIO2 
of the glees constituents ere not being chenged In order to «veld Pt failure 

so these mole frectiene end corresponding activities will remain constant for 

the calculations. 

The AjiJ"*«   ere evelleble at ITOCPK for SlOj, Ll20 end CeD, 

Insufficient dete Is evelleble to estlmete A*J*". 
A12ü3 
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Pt 
There .ire  two wfiys of estimating  the. A^^  nt  failure     the   last parameter 

Pt necessary  in order  to  <:;.•] culate  P02  required   for  failure.     The Agj   can be 

estimated knowinß   the   '^F0f     (SiPT ),   A^.,   A1*0,   or A       as   loir   in  Appendix  IV 
1 Si       Si si 

of  the  Semi-Annual  K port   .     Based upon  this empiricd  dato,   'tie A  _.     at 

-$ o 
failure has  been estimated  to be  10      at   1533  K.     These data  could  be 

temperature corrected  from 15330K to  1700oK bv r.ssumin^ that Tlo^ A      is 
Hi 

not a function of temperature.  This enn be demonptrated by considering the 

reaction: 

Me (pure) -»Me (in Pt soln.) Rx (2) 

For Rx (2),   ^F ■  AH    -  TA  S  .     \S    f* 0 bec.-uise   the  degree  of  disorder  i? 

is  similar between  solids  and  between  solids  and   liquid«;   therefor?,   \F    is 
& 

not a strong F (T).  Also note: 

glass 
vF ■ »- RT in A , . 
& Al 0 

jlc'SS 

Therefore, T lo:; AA1 ^ is n*t a strong f (t).  Usinj; this relation, the 

A£* at 17e0oK can be calcul. ted knowing /?t:  at   15330K.  Consider A^ as  an 
Me A i »* 

example: 
Pt 

(15330K)   Ug Äsi (81533°}: -(]700OK)   1 og! Ä^l 700
O

KJ 

1O,A^1700
O
K, - ^(30'5)  ^ 0-n: 3f>"%10"5 

Pt        n Since the estimated value of the A,. •' 1533 K is not acrurate to more than 
Me 

one order of magnitude,   the A#l m 1533% AI>t: (^700oK. 

Using  the ;ibove values and Eq.111-1,   the  P      required   for  failure  is 
2 

calculated: -]45,600^    (1.P87)   (2.303)   (1700oK)   log., f £iiJ J= 0 

10     (iü-5)   <P02) 
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-1 ' n riioreiore,   1'      •    '.()   l'-K'  ai»,   is  order   for  failure   Lo d tur. o2 

fho   s:iino  cilculition   Ls  Jono   for  the  other oxides and met ils.     The data 

us«d   i :•■  prosontcd   in TtMo   111-1   .md   r.ho  Po9
,s  are   sumninri zed   in Tahle   7 

>i   tuis  report. 

Pt The  other mechod of estim.itin;.^  the A^     at  failure  assumes  that 

-/at.7, of  the nier..!l   (Mo)   can be dissolved  in  the  I't  before  failure would 

Pt Pt be expected.     The Avje   is  related   to  the mold   fraction  (X    )   by  the  relation 
Pt ' Ms 

Pt Pt 
..Pt =   e      x        where   ?       is  the activity coefficient as empirically determined 

Mc Me    Mr Me 

and   listed  in Table 4.     Table  I1I-2  lists  the data  u.<ed   in Quation III-l   to 

calcuLite  Pn    required   for  failure and  the obtained  P^    values. 
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TABLE III-l 

CALCULATION OF Pn UQUIUD FOR Ft FAILURE ASSUMIMG u2 
Aj* '• FROM REF. 3. T - llOOTl  - 2600^ 

■IMM! CM«)   A*^"     AJJ    ^(MaO)   P0 Required £.r 

(c«l/m«le)  pt Failure 

Si        0.15 10"5 -145,600   < I0"13,0 at«. 

-10 -6                                          -13.8 
Li                    6x10 10 - 85,431         < 10           atm. 

-2 -8                                          -12.6 
Al                    1.29x10 10 -269,:89         < 10            atm. 

-4 -20.9 
Ca                    0.1 10 -108.160         < 10            at». 
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TABLE III-2 

CALCULATION OF Pn REQUIRED FOR PC FAILURE ASSUMING 
U2 

Ft Ft  Ft Ft 
xMe " ^^ and YM« ^XMe " 0•01 'YMe from T*ble h oi  Report, 

T " 1700oK - 2600oF. 

Element    A^j^       ^     VMe      AF
o
f(Me0x)  Po2requtred for 

(Me)      J^                 cal/mole   Ft Failure 

SI        0.15       0.01     9xIO"7     -145,600    ^lo'11,5 «tm. 

LI 6xl0"10 0.01 5xl0'5 - 85,431 >10"14-8 «tm. 

r -21.2 
Ct 0.1 0.01 1x10 -108,160 >10 atm. 

* This value has been temperature corrected for r'00c>K. 
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